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"' Eclipse of Freedom
the year now close to its
mid-point, we offer the ten~ tative judgment that the most significant event of the past six
months was the wedding of Abner
Yokum and Daisy Mae Scraggs.
The (sob!) happy culmination
..- of an 18-year romance is, of course,
an event in itself. But of much
more importance are the reasons
which prompted AI Capp, the
creator of Li'l Abner, to end the
suspense and get on with the marryin'. Those reasons were set down
" by Capp in an article in the March
31 issue of LIFE, an article which
must be considered one of the
most frightening commentaries on
our times.
Briefly stated, Capp let Daisy
~ Mae catch Li'l Abner because the
happy fairy tale is the only safe
kind of humor left in America.
"Something happened," Capp says,
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" that threatens to shackle me and
my kind of comic strip. It is what
I consider the gradual loss of our
fifth freedom . Without it the
other four freedoms aren't much
fun, because the fifth is the freedom to laugh at each other."
But this freedom, it seems, is
in temporary eclipse. When Capp
introduced the Shmoo, for instance, indignant readers wanted
to know whether he was trying to
undermine big business. When he
created the Kigmy, readers suspected him of trying to create
pacifism and thus, secretly, nonresistance to Communism. Offense
was taken at the characterization
of U. S. Senator .Jack S. Phogbound
as a time-serving bum. Even Lower
Slobbovia struck some people as
a covert criticism of the U. S. A.
Satire, even in the good-humored
vein of the comic strip, has become
unAmerican or worse until finally,
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as Capp says, the only kind of
humorist left is the humorist who
kids nothing but himself.
Capp has caught and put down
in words a mood which the writer
and the artist has become increasingly and painfully aware of in
recent years. The sterility of our
writing, our failure to develop
new humorists, the deadening
sameness of what appears in our
magazines, on the radio, in the
motion picture, and on television
-these are the symptoms of fear,
the fear of the creative person to
create because the unfamiliar and
the new are smeared without any
sort of objective trial. The artist
and the writer are simply not free
in the America of 1952. They are,
at best, suspect. At worst, they are
liquidated, not physically but economically.

untouchable. It is the tyranny of
the mass-produced mind that
threatens freedom in the United ..
States.
When a society sets out to offer
the same schooling to all of its
young people, there is always the
danger of reducing the educational
process to an assembly-line. That •
in itself would not be so bad if
the products of the assembly-line
would recognize that exposure to
a curriculum does not make an "educated man. But as it is now,
the true scholar and the academic
bum earn the same degrees from .the same institution. And so the
stupid boor is not even forced to
face the fact of his own stupidity.
Functional illiterates, deriving an
altogether unjustified self-confidence from their degrees, feel
qualified to pontificate on subjects
not only in their own field but in
other fields as well. Equipped often
with nothing more than brashness
and fluency, they condemn what
they cannot understand and yell
Communist every time they confront an idea that has not been
filtered through the sterilizing
presses of the Reader's Digest. Incapable ~hemselves of making fine
distinctions, they assume that every
question can be answered with a
simple Yes or No and that every
problem presents a clear-cut choice ~
between right and wrong.
Perhaps it is significant, then,
that many an artist and many an
'4

Democracy and Freedom
any number of reasons, we
F oRprefer
democracy to most other
forms of government. But no notion could be more fatal than the
idea that democracy necessarily
guarantees freedom or that freedom necessarily demands a democratic political structure. The tyranny of the people, expressed in
public opinion, can be quite as
devastating as the tyranny of any
dictator or absolute monarch could
be, and considerably more effective
because its source lies hidden and

..
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intellectual has taken off for the
hills-for the Ozarks or the Rockies
or the Kentucky hill country. He
is safer and freer among people
who make no pretense to booklearning than he is among the mideducated diploma-and-fraternitypin crowd. Old Dan'l Boone or
Wild Bill Hickock gave the word
"American" a much broader definition than it has among many
products of our democratic educational system.

How to Get Rich in Washington
ENATOR CARL HAYDEN of Arizona may have put his finger
on one good reason why the Congresses of recent years have varied
from poor to mediocre. In a recent
.. speech to the Senate, Senator Hayden noted that 138 lobbyists in
Washington are receiving an annual salary greater than the $15,ooo a year which members of the
Congress receive. "The figures
,.. clearly indicate," Hayden commented, "that, so far as private
industry is concerned, it is willing,
in more than 100 instances, to pay
more for its legislative representation in Washington than are the
people of the Unit(;!d States."
_.
Let us grant that money is not
the most important reward for
public service. It is nevertheless
true that there is a minimum stan-

S
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dard of living which a good man
demands and which he is entitled
to demand. If government will not
pay him enough to permit him to
maintain even this minimum standard, he is not going to accept
public office.
Take the case of a lawyer, established in his profession, about 35
years old with a wife and a couple
of school-age children. It is not
unreasonable to suppose that his
income in private practise should
run around 20 to 25 thousand
a year. Besides the money, he
has status in his community, a
considerable amount of independence, probably his own home,
and a generally friendly environment.
Send this same man to Washington as a member of the House
and what happens? First off, he
takes a considerable cut in income.
Secondly, he finds himself just
another of 435 members of a
House completely dominated by
the seniority system, which means
that he is little more than a name
on the roll call so far as influence
and status are concerned. His time,
if he wants to keep the good will
of his constituents, is at the disposal of anybody from the home
district who happens to come
through Washington or who wants
something done in Washington.
Chances are that his home is in
a high-rent apartment house. To
top it all off, he is under constant
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attack and can never predict where
he will be more than two years in
advance. Meanwhile, he is out of
his profession and cut off from
whatever ties he had in his community.
A member of the Senate is somewhat better off, at least from the
standpoint of tenure, but he also
must feel, at times, that he is little
more than an indentured servant.
No wonder, then, that it becomes
harder and harder to get first-rate
men to run for Congress. There's
a lot more money to be made in
private industry and one gets
much less mud slung at him in the
process.

Crime Busting Does Not Pay
Robert Niemeyer?
Robert Niemeyer is the citizen who fought the intrusion of
gambling into his Chicago suburb
and got a head-to-foot beating
from the hoods for his reward.
That's quite a while ago now and,
although there was a lot of newspaper indignation at the time,
nothing came of it. The only reason we happened to think back
to the case was that we came across
an article on page 2 1 of one of
the Chicago papers lately telling
of the Niemeyers' decision to sell
their home and strike out for some
other part of the country.

R
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Why are they leaving the community that Niemeyer practically
gave his life for? Because, according to Mrs. Niemeyer, "I am afraid
to live here any more. I jump
when the telephone rings and I'm
afraid to walk in the streets since
that day some hoodlums tried to
run me down with their car."
This is a black and ugly picture.
What makes it most revolting,
though, is that an infinitesimally
small gang of no-goods can thus
spoil things for whole communities and whole cities. Where is
the root of the situation? Is it in _.
venal public officials? We are persuaded that the average district
attorney, the average sheriff, the
average judge is honest. Is it in the
law? There are laws on the books
to convict almost any imaginable
sort of criminal. Is it in the attitude of the people? Yes and no. ..,
Every new outbreak of hoodlumism arouses public indignat.ion but
indignation, like any emotion, is
hard to sustain.
Perhaps the core of the probl~m
is our soft-headed gentleness in ~
dealing with young punks. There
may be, indeed there are, a lot of
underprivileged boys who need
understanding and another chance
to make good. But always there
are a few boys who, from a very
tender age, have chosen the por- •
tion of Ishmael. That is a hard
thing to say and it is a judgment
that should be spoken, in any in-

.
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dividual case, only after close observation and a sincere attempt at
rehabilitation. But when the heart
is hardened, the Gospel is no
longer of any effect. The Law must
then be called upon and applied
with firmness and finality. This is
justice, which is as much a divine
attribute as are love and mercy.

Trial by Combat
and a great many
T otherPresident
people seem to think
HE

that there is something intrinsically good about collective bargaining in labor-management disputes and certainly, as an alternative to strikes and lockouts, collective bargaining has much to
recommend it. But to assume that
collective bargaining is the ideal
• way to compromise disputes between labor and management is
to concede to such disputes a
unique status outside the traditional structure which the Englishspeaking world has devised for the
• peaceful settlement of disagreements.
That structure is the system of
law, derived from custom or legislative enactment and interpreted
by the courts. It is not a perfect
system, because it is administered
• by imperfect human beings. Within it there lies always the possibility of injustice. But the experience of the English-speaking

5

peoples has been that the occasional injustice which attends our
system of settling disputes is to
be much preferred to a system
which makes justice dependent
upon the physical power to secure
it. And so we submit civil disputes,
family quarrels, criminal charges,
and breaches of contract to the
courts for judgment.
But not a labor dispute. Disagreements within a factory over
wages or hours must still be handled like a Middle American revolution, dividing the community,
causing disorders in the streets,
and resorting finally to force of
one kind or another. In labor relations, we still practise trial by
combat.
We fail to see why it should
not be as possible to enact a labor
cod e as it is to enact a criminal cod.e or a body of civil law. At
any moment, statutory law reflects
only the concept of justice which
a given society holds at the time.
Laws can always be amended or
repealed but so long as they are
on the books they provide a basis
for judgment. The task of interpreting and administering such
laws could be assigned to labor
courts from which appeals could
be taken, in the traditional way,
to higher courts. Thus, in an
orderly way, disputes between labor and management could be
handled with a minimum of namecalling and community disturb-

6
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ance and the public (that forgotten third party to all of these
disputes) would have at least some
protection.
But the question is, does either
labor or management actually want
justice? Or does each side want
something more than justice?

the simple truths of relaxing which
we drank in with our sassafras tea
along the slow-moving East Fork
of the White River.
From an expert, then, some professional advice: Take it easy. Vacations, like romances, should be
allowed to find their own channels.
A timetable is as hostile to the ~
spirit of a vacation as it is to the
spirit of a romance. If the vacation
is to include a trip, the usual rule +:l
Vacation Notes
is that the slower the means of
F THIS summer is anything like
travel the richer is the experience
last summer, everybody · and of travelling. Thus a walking trip ,r
his brother is going to be on the is best, a bicycle trip next best,
road taking what is supposed to an ocean voyage next best, and so
be a vacation. And if the vacations on to the worst of all possible
are anything like the vacations of means of vacation travel, the air- 1
last summer, somewhere around plane.
nine-tenths of the vacationers are
Rule number two is that the
going to vow that "next summer vacation should be consistent with
we're not going to leave town." one's pattern of life. Many a deskThis will be especially true of bound accountant imagines that •
parents with young children and beneath his flabby muscles and
of office-type citizens who decided pallid complexion there lies a
that it would be great fun to primitive outdoorsman waiting
spend a couple of weeks bedded only for the opportunity to move
down in a sleeping bag under the out into the forest or onto the
stars.
steep slopes of the Rockies. This •
Whole libraries have been col- is the sort of person who is brought
lected around subjects that we back to the city on the shoulders
know nothing at all about, but of litter-bearers. It is a safe genwhen it comes to something like eralization that the man who gets
vacationing we claim professional winded climbing the steps to the
status. Down in southern Indiana, second floor is going to find it
children learn to relax even before difficult going up the steep side '
they meet up with a poll-book and of Lookout Mountain. For such
long years of exile among Chicago- a person, a brisk turn around the
land activists have not perverted boardwalk may well supply the

I
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daily max1mum activity requirement.
So take it easy and remember
that the old-fashioned hammock
is still the safest means of vacation
travel.

The Vice-Presidency
men have held the presidency of the United States
during the twentieth century. Of
,. the nine, one was assassinated, two
died in office, and one finished his
term as an invalid. Three vicepresidents succeeded to the presidency upon the death of the incumbent and one other came within a hair's breadth of succeeding.
In the 163 years since the first
inaugural of George Washington,
• the presidency has been occupied
almost 23 years by a vice-president
completing the term of the elected
president. These years do not include the tenure of vice-presidents
subsequently elected to the presi.., dency in their own right. They
include only unexpired portions
of terms cut short by death.
In the light of these figures, it
should be obvious that our present
method of filling the presidency in
the event of the death of the in• cumbent is unsatisfactory and, perhaps, even dangerous. Traditionally, the vice-presidency is pushed
off on some amiable nonentity
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either as a reward for long and
faithful party service or else as a
device for "balancing the ticket."
But presidents can and do die.
Five of our presidents have died
less than six months after the beginning of the term for which they
were elected. Thus five vice-presidents served practically a whole
term in an office to which they
were not elected and for which
their capabilities had never been
seriously considered.
That may have been all right
back in the days when the presidency could be handled capably
by almost any reasonably intelligent adult. John Tyler was no
world-beater, nor was Millard Fillmore, but then they were not in
a job that required world-beaters.
Things have changed since then.
The presidency today carries with
it a power both for good and for
evil which no other office ever
established by man has carried.
And there is no telling at what
hour of the day or night all of that
power may devolve upon the vicepresident.
All of this leads us to offer two
alternative suggestions. First, if it
is possible, make the vice-presidency an actual working job which
will attract able men and give
them scope for whatever abilities
they may have. The problem here
is that one cannot have a twoheaded administration. The vicepresidency can not be invested

8
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with powers that would give it Our Evaluation of Senators
autonomy within the president's
HERE is danger, in the excite,.
executive sphere. A power which
ment of a red·hot battle for
might, however, give the vice·presi- the presidency, of overlooking the
dent an actual voice in affairs critical importance of other offices
would be the power to appoint that must be filled this year. High
Senatorial committees. This power on the critical list are 32 senatorial
would make the vice-president a seats that become vacant in Janupotent voice in legislation and ary. The experience of the past .,
would, at the same time, break few years indicates all too clearly
the antiquated seniority system of that the Senate is still a formidable
committee chairmanships in the power in the structure of our govSenate.
ernment and individual Senators
The second suggestion would be possess influence which, at times,
that the vice·presidency, as it is has been able to thwart not only ~
now constituted, be abolished and the president but even the policies
that the Congress designate, at the of their own parties.
beginning of each presidential
We have examined the records
term, the person who is to succeed of the Senators whose terms will
in the event of a vacancy in the expire next January. We have not
presidential office. This person judged them primarily on the
might be a governor or a member basis of whether they are "liberal"
of congress or a member of the or "conservative" or whether they .,
cabinet or any other respected and have favored this group or that.
capable citizen. The person so We have tried, as objectively as
designated would go about doing we could, to judge them simply
whatever he had been doing until on the basis of competence, indussomething happened to the presi- try, consistency, and honesty. Thus
dent, at which time he would take we give a high rating to both a
over. To make the succession even "liberal" such as Benton of Con- ¥
more certain, provision might be necticut and a "conservative" such
made for several persons to be as Smith of New Jersey.
The grading system which we
chosen and placed in an order of
succession, each of these persons have employed carries subjective
meanwhile continuing in his regu· value judgments comparable to
lar duties.
those expressed by high school and ~
Under either of these alternative college grading systems. A indisuggestions the vice·presidency cates excellence, B indicates ability
would cease to be an afterthought, above average, C is a non-committal grade, D indicates an unsatiswhich is exactly what it is now.

T
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factory record, and F means that
we consider the man unfit for the
Senate. On this basis, we appraise
the Senators whose terms are expiring as follows :

Benton, William
(Democrat, Connecticut)
B
Brewster, Owen
(Republican, Maine)
D
Bricker, John W.
(Republican, Ohio)
D
it
Butler, Hugh
(Republican, Nebraska)
F
Byrd, Harry F.
(Democrat, Virginia)
D
Cain, Harry P.
(Republican, Washington)
F
Chavez, Dennis
(Democrat, New Mexico)
D
Connally, Tom
(Democrat, Texas)
D
Ecton, Zales N.
v
(Republican, Montana)
c
Flanders, Ralph E.
(Republican, Vermont)
A
Holland, Spessard L.
(Democrat, Florida)
D
lves, Irving M.
(Republican, New York)
c
" Jenner, William E.
(Republican, Indiana)
F
Kern, James P.
(Republican, Missouri)
c
Kilgore, Harley M.
(Democrat, West Virginia)
B
-\
Knowland, William F.
(Republican, California)
D
Langer, William
(Republican, North Dakota) D

•

Lodge, Henry Cabot
(Republican, Massachusetts)
Malone, George W.
(Republican, Nevada)
Martin, Edward
(Republican, Pennsylvania)
McCarthy, Joseph R.
(Republican, Wisconsin)
McFarland, Ernest W .
(Democrat, Arizona)
McKellar, Kenneth
(Democrat, Tennessee)
Moody, Blair
(Democrat, Michigan)
O'Conor, Herbert R.
(Democrat, Maryland)
O'Mahoney, Joseph C.
(Democrat, Wyoming)
Pastore, John J.
(Democrat, Rhode Island)
Smith, H. Alexander
(Republican, New Jersey)
Stennis, John C.
(Democrat, Mississippi)
Thye, Edward J.
(Republican, Minnesota)
Watkins, Arthur V.
(Republican, Utah)
Williams, John J .
(Republican, Delaware)
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c
F

c
F

c
F

c
c
A

c
B

c
c
D

c

It will be noted that we consider
Senators Butler, Cain, Jenner, Malone, McCarthy, and McKellar un·
fit for membership in the Senate.
In the case of Senator McKellar,
we would have given him a D had
it not been for his extremely advanced age. The other four earned
the grade of F strictly on merit.
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"All the trumpets sounded for him on. the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
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Hey Kretzmann!
is the first real day of
Spring.... In our latitude the
longest, slowest month of the calendar is held by the thirty days
between the vernal equinox on
March 21 and the actual coming
of Spring to our listening fields
and forests about a month later.
. . . Day after day one waits for
the first crocuses, the robins, and
that mysterious kindliness in the
air which heralds the end of snow
and the coming of the mourning
doves to our roof. . . .. Slowly a
few signs begin to appear as if
the earth were reluctantly stirring
in its great sleep, hoping for a
few more hours of rest before the
throbbing of the long summer . . ..
But today spring came. . . . I
could almost hear its thrusting
force, the first whisper of growing
things, the high singing of birds
returning and the warm lazy light
over man and town. . . . It was
late afternoon when I walked up

T
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the street, the waning sunlight still
echoing from the white houses and
the warm air like a benediction
over children playing. . . . When
I arrived at our own house, I
found the entire yard full of the
neighborhood small fry, shouting,
yelling, chasing, laughing. . . .
They, in the sr.ringtime of life,
knew instinctively that spring belonged to them. . . . This was "
their season, their very own, with
its long promise of the years of
summer and no care for the morrow.... Suddenly I remembered
that I had made a note a few
days earlier to say something some- ""
time about the nostalgia for the
future which is at least as strong
and as common as our nostalgia
for the past. ... To live well and
happily, I had written, there must
be a fusion of the two so that
from them we may attain the Idelicate wisdom required to live
between hope and sadness, as all
of us must live.
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And so I stood on the porch
and watched the young men and
women who, if God is good, will
be standing on porches on spring
days in the year 2000 . . • . Almost
fifty years, I reflected, separates me
from the young redhead who just
now chased the ball into the hedge,
oblivious of any possible damage
to the new buds and the young
leaves. . . . Fifty years. . . . For
a moment I knew the strange tension of being homesick for the
past and the future at the same
time. . . . I remembered the coming of spring to the Bronx, the
moving of the Goldsteins and the
Mattettis to the sidewalk across
the street where they would remain, with only minor interruptions, mitil the first rains of September. . . . And I remembered,
with almost equal pain, the years
which would come to these children now playing in the spring,
the years, wonderful and terrible,
of growing up, of maturity, of
awareness of the world's beauty
and terror-of all the turns and
hills and valleys in their road to
the year 2000. . . . For a moment,
I must admit, I shivered in the
warm air .... Destiny is too large
for our thought and the years are
too dark for great hope! ... Even
spring, now in 1952, is more like
~ a Nunc Dimittis than a Magnificat
with man close to his last peril
and farther from his salvation than
in the years of the past. . . .

11

I shook my head to dispel the
dark spirits and turned my full
attention to the bedlam at my
feet .... Apparently two or three
games were going on at the same
time, while a determined minority
of two was valiantly pushing a
tricycle through the middle of the
playing field .... Everybody seemed
to be talking at once and for a
few moments I found it difficult to
distinguish individual words and
phrases. . . . Apparently many of
these citizens of tomorrow had
already learned the art of not listening-a very important achievement in these days of strident voices
multiplied by electronic miracles.
I looked for the two primitive
and uncivilized characters who
live in the same house with me.
. . . Mark was one of the two
cyclists who were serenely messing
around the pitcher's box and home
plate. . . . He would, I thought
sadly, grow up to ask irrelevant
questions in parish meetings or
to become one of those strange
characters who revel in the martyrdom of membership in misunderstood minorities .... Jody, I noted,
was in the middle of the game
itself arguing heatedly about a
ground rule involving balls rolling
into the street.... He looked and
sounded like a budding lawyer ....
And then I heard something
else. . . . Whenever the members
of my own household were ad-
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dressed the opening words were:
"Hey Kretzmannl" .. . Not "John"
or "Jody" or "Mark" . . . just
"Kretzmann" .. . the family name
applied now on this spring afternoon in 1952, without question
and without fear of mistaken identity, to the two primitives who
bear the name-and who, it seemed
to me, agreed with their contemporaries that they were really the
only ones, in the world and in
time, who should be known by
that name . . . . To that milling
mob of young humanity " Kretzmann" was "Jody" and "Jody"
was "Kretzmann." ... The ancient
fossil leaning wearily against a
pillar on the front porch was at
best somebody known as "Kretzmann's father" - a person to be
avoided unless there was a jingle
of coins in his pocket or a bag
of popcorn in his hand. . . . Of
himself he was nothing. . . . His
importance, small and rem~te, lay
in the fact that he was "Kretzmann's" father . . . .
Slowly I sat down on the top
step of the porch .... Here surely
was food for meditation, the meat
for idle thought as the long shadows crossed the street and crept
up the walls of the houses. . . .
Should I try to protest against this
sudden and brutal relegation to
the past? . . . or should I assert
my significance by rising and ordering the whole next generation
to go home? ... Should I try once

more to become one of them, to
play with them, to crush the years
that lie between us? ...
I sat quietly and let their life,
so n ew and so good, flow around
me. . .. After all, they were right.
. .. The important "Kretzmann"
was their own contemporary and
nothing that I might say or do
would ever change that fact . . . .
Years ago, I remembered, a wise
man had once told me that only
a pitifully short time is really our
own. . . . There are long years
when we are known as the childdren of our parents and equally
long years when most people see
us as the parents of our children.
. . . Only a few years, in a few
places, and with those who are
at the same turn in the road, are
we known for ourselves. . . . How
rarely, I thought, do I still hear
"Hey Kretzmann" from old familiar voices-and know that I am
being called and no one else. . . .
Spring sunsets are prodigal of
time and shadow. . . . It seemed
that I had been sitting for hours
when I noticed that the crowd had
disappeared and a cool quiet had
come over my street. . . . Jody
said farewell to his friends and
sat down beside me .... Together,
late afternoon and early morning
as time is told, we watched a robin
hunting the last worm. . .. The
shadows grew longer and in the
next block a dog protested the
coming of the night . . . .
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My eyes and thoughts followed
the shadows upward .... In a few
more days another birthday would
be coming over the horizon. . . .
It was time to think long and
hard about my own soul and my
own time. . . . The passing years,
now galloping so swiftly and
noisily, ought to bring the gift of
listening and seeing. . . . Only in
my God-given, redeemed timelessness, I thought, can I always be the
endlessly contemporaneous Kretzmann-loved with a divine, personal, non-interchangeable lovecalled by my own name-remembered by God through the life He
gave for my life. . .. Once more
I wondered what men and women
without some small measure of
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faith do with the passing of time,
the torture of pain, the chill of
death ... the last terror of emptiness in the crystal of the world.
. . . Only by the lift of a cross
have I been released from these
and touched by the first, far glow
of eternity. . . .
And so I was content this spring
afternoon to see the sun go down
and the night come up the street.
. . . Some day there would be a
voice calling "My child"-and the
voice would be calling me and no
one else. . . . It would be a Benedictus at end of day .. . and I
would go, alone, secure and unafraid, to Him Who remembers
me. . . . I called the boys and we
entered the lighted house ....

Courage is almost a contradiction in terms. It means
a strong desire to live taking the form of a readiness to
die. "He that will lose his life, the same shall save it," is
not a piece of mysticism for saints and h eroes. It is a piece
of everyday advice for sa ilors or mountaineers. It might
be printed in an Alpin e guide or a drill book. This
paradox is the whole principle of courage; even of quite
earthly or quite brutal courage.
GILBERT KEITH CHESTERTON, Orthodoxy
(Dodd, Mead and Company, 1936)

The Making
of a President
By ALBERT WEHLING

methods by which the office
T of the
president of the United
HE

States is filled are extraconstitutional (that's all right) in practice
and "unconstitutional" (not so
good) in spirit.
The Constitution of the United
States provides for a simple way to
get a President and a Vice-President: each state appoints, in its
own way, a number of persons
equal to its representation in Congress; these persons meet, cast their
votes, send a certified copy of the
result to the presiding officer of
the United States Senate; he arranges for a joint meeting of the
two chambers of Congress, opens
the certificates, counts the votes,
and announces who won. This
simple way had one fatal defect:
it didn't work.
One reason, which is perhaps
also the main reason, why the
simple constitutional way didn't
work is that in 1789 (and in 1804
when the original procedure had

to be amended to eliminate embarrassing tie votes) this method
was deliberately designed to be
undemocratic. (The word "democracy" does not appear in the Federal Constitution.) The citizens
were not supposed to choose the
President or the Vice-President.
And there were no ambiguous
reasons given-the people at large
were not qualified. to make such
important choices. The people
could elect state legislators, and,
until 1828, many of the state legislatures chose the electors who
elected the President and VicePresident. South Carolina did not
abandon this practice until after
the Civil War. But who of the
people could elect state legislators?
Those persons who qualified under
state suffrage laws in regard to
citizenship, residence, property,
poll tax, education, and church
affiliation. Incidentally, those persons who could qualify under
state law to vote for state legisla-
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tors could also vote for the member of the United States House
of Representatives from their particular congressional district. They
could vote directly for no other
federal official.
Since the "age of Jackson" the
choice of electors by the state legislators gave way to their selection
by popular vote. Later the practice
of casting all the electoral votes
in a given state for one candidate
(the unit-vote system) became crystallized. The Constitution has been
"informally" amended in the sense
that the original spirit and intent
of the electoral procedure are not
followed. Today the form is observed as a kind of quaint foolishness in high places, but the actual
working has been taken over by
the political party system. This is
extraconstitutional because political parties are not mentioned in
the Constitution. They were mentioned in other places about 1789,
however: Washington and Madison, among others, vigorously
warned against them as dangerous
.J "factions."
The method of getting a President, therefore, is a weird and
wonderful business: "outside" the
supreme law of the land, contrary
to its spirit, opposed to the ad• monitions of some of the most
illustrious of the Founding Fathers, and probably h ere to stay.
All of those good Americans who
tend to hoot at the wigs, wool-
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sacks, and funny costumes of Her
Majesty's tight little island might
remember that the methods used
over there to get monarchs and
prime ministers are "constitutional."
While the U. S. A. does not go
in for outrageous trappings on
its political personages, it does
have a quadrennial political binge
which has no equal any other
place on the planet. This is known
as nominating and electing a President. Very probably one has to be
born and raised with this phenomenon in order to make sense out
of the goings-on. Even so acute
and trained an observer as the late
Harold Laski was confounded.
The French, famous for their
logic, have long ago given up.
This is why:
The general trend in American
political theory and practice has
been in the direction of democracy.
There have been detours, regressions, and a jolting halt now and
then, but the general trend has
been unmistakable. Some of the
people have wanted for more of
the people a more effective participation in the entire governmental process, including the nomination and election of the President.
As early as 1828, for example, candidate Andrew Jackson advocated
a constitutional amendment which
would provide for the popular
election of the President and VicePresident. But this was not to be.
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Instead, the Constitution has been
informally amended by judicial
interpretation and by those remarkable twins born and raised
in the Common Law: Custom and
Usage. Perhaps the culmination of
it all is the 1944 decision of the
United States Supreme Court
(Smith vs. Allwright) that under
Texas law the Texas primary election was a basic part of its machinery for choosing public officials, and therefore discrimination against Negroes by the party
was as unconstitutional as discrimination by the state. In other
words, political parties are now
"official" and not private, and they
and their activities are now by
custom and usage (and statutes)
a part of the official method of
conducting elections. The party
system, not mentioned in the Constitution, is made to conform to
the principles of the very Constitution that was purposely designed
to operate without a party system.
The object of presidential candidates is to obtain at least 266
votes of the forty-eight electoral
colleges. This figure is a simple
majority of the total arrived at by
adding the numerical membership
of the national House of Representatives (435) to the national
Senate membership (g6).
But how does a person get to
be a party candidate? He has to
win the first of two races. He wins
the second when the presiding

officer of the Senate (usually the
Vice-President of the United States)
announces that he has 266 electoral votes. He wins the first when
he is nominated at his party's national convention-usually nowadays by acclamation after the first
or the hundredth ballot, more or
less. If he is a Republican, he will
be "acclaimed" when he receives
604 votes in the convention in
Chicago this July; if a Democrat,
he will have to wait for this moment of glory until he has obtained
616 votes. This is because the Republicans will send 1,206 delegates
to their convention and the Democrats will seat 1,230. The methods
of selecting delegates vary: they
may be chosen by primary election, by congressional district or
state conventions, by state committees, and, in some instances, by
a combination of two methods.
The only qualification a candidate needs to have, in the last
analysis, is vote-getting power. If
he is thought to have more of such
power than any other candidate,
more times than not he will be
the party's nominee. The absolutely ideal candidate would be a
male, white, Episcopal, Shriner,
husband, father, veteran, born in
a log cabin in the middle west,
who worked his way through college for his Bachelor of Arts degree (but nothing higher), has
made a substantial amount of
money, but not too much, has
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thousands of respectable friends
and no enemies, has a trim figure,
a handsome face, a ringing voice,
a sense of humor, party loyalty,
and, above all, that mysterious
and magic ability to get votes.
There probably is no such person;
and, equally probably, it's just as
well.
The trick, then, for the person
who seeks nomination by his party
and election by his countrymen is
to come, or seem to come, as close
to the ideal as possible; it often
depends on what part of the country he is in how close he wants to
appear to some of the characteristics of the ideal.
We have recently been treated
to pre-convention shenanigans on
the part of or on behalf of candidates, would-be candidates, couldbe candidates, and should-be candidates. Their attitudes are familiar from previous presidential
election ye ars. Some are coy, some
aggressive, some reluctant, some
articulate, some non-committal,
some eager, some wistful, some
sincere, some just "stalking horses"
for somebody else. Some go up
and down the land during the
time of the "presidential preference primaries"; others stay at
home, or at home abroad.
Finally the parties act, candidates are chosen, each has won his
first race, and with great cheers,
jeers, pointing with pride, and
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viewing with alarm, the second
and final race is on.
The candidate for the presidency will have agreed to the
choice of a candidate for VicePresident, and very probably will
have chosen a new national chairman for his party, thus probably
automatically naming his campaign manager and possibly also
his future Postmaster General.
Campaign headquarters are set up
and readied for action. This action in totality is perhaps the most
stupendous huckstering endeavor
in all the world. The idea is to
sell a nominee, a future president
-not a man, but the man.
The man, of the hour or of the
century, has good and bad personality traits the same as everyone
else. One of the tasks of the sales
campaign of each party is to minimize any defects its candidate may
have and, of course, to magnify
his virtues. Wilson had to be made
less "professorial" (not too difficult
when his opponent was Charles
Evans Hughes); Coolidge had to
be "humanized" by being photographed gingerly holding a dead
fish, and on one famous occasion
wearing an Indian war bonnet;
Hoover was made to appear less
arch; and in 1936 "dictator" Roosevelt was pictured as a family man
who loved all of the people and
his little dog Fala. And as virtues
to be played up there were Wil-
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son's "new democracy" and experience in the roughhouse politics of New Jersey; Coolidge had
"the silence that ran deep"; Hoo.v er had the "engineer's head"; and
F. D. R. had a "vision" and a
voice. This build-up for a candidate begins before his nomination,
and is intensified during the campaign for election: Eisenhower
isn't really as military as all that;
Taft isn't really as cold and cocky
as he appears; and Kefauver has
been against crime and worn shoes
for years and years.
After the noise and spotlights,
and banners, and parades of the
three-ring convention comes the
grueling task for the candidates
(and their wives) of traveling up
and down and across the land to
make friends and influence voters.
The day of the "front-porch" campaign is no more; this is the day
of the automobile, train, and airplane to "carry the fight to the
people." However, it may well be
that the need for a strenuous mobile campaign will disappear when
television antennae appear on the
vast majority of American roofs.
But that day is not here.
Candidates do not just go anywhere in search of votes. There is
no need to campaign in an area
that is "safe" for the party, and
there is no use in campaigning
in an area that is habitually "lost"
to the party. The Republican
nominee will not go down to

Maine this September no matter
how cool and comfortable such a
jaunt would be; the Democratic
hopeful will probably not go to
Mississippi, although there could
be a variety of reasons why not.
As a result, the major campaigning will be done in those states
which not only have large populations (and a big electoral vote) but
have a large number of "independent" voters: New York, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Massachusetts, California. The November election could very well be
decided by the large block of electoral votes from these states.
The building up of group support within these and other states
is extremely important, and often
a somewhat delicate political operation. In addition, it is essential
to build up a working alliance
among the various groups: economic, racial, religious, "hyphenates." The Democratic candidate,
for example, will appeal to the
northern Negroes, but has to be
careful that in doing so he does
not cause too many southern whites
(especially in the "border states")
to stay at home on election day.
The Republican candidate would
like to get some of the "IrishAmerican" votes for a change, but
not at the expense of the "Protestant vote."
Many of the influential national
organizations, such as the American Federation of Labor and the
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American Legion do not commit a candidate is worth on a particthemselves officially as organiza- ular plank. A candidate is perhaps
tions to any candidate. In order only "morally" bound by the
to utilize the strength represented, planks of his party's platform, but
the candidates try to have promi- there is a danger in being too
nent leaders of such organizations cavalier about them. In 1936 Lantake an active part in specially don openly repudiated some of
formed groups, such as .Labor for the Republican platform and
Dewey or Veterans for Dewey, and, ended up with the fewest electoral
naturally enough, Labor for Tru- votes in history.
man or Veterans for Truman.
Usually the campaign is carried
"Each party headquarters main- on by "pointing with pride" to
tains special bureaus directed at the party's accomplishments and
mobilizing support from organized program, and "viewing with
groups. Campaign literature is alarm" the dark deeds and danslanted to appeal to housewives, gerous program of the opposition.
businessmen, fanners, veterans, And, sensibly enough, charges
workers, and so on. The candidate which cannot be answered to adhimself must play the main part vantage are not answered at all.
in pitching his appeals so that they It seems to be an effective tactic
attract the support of divergent to ignore the most damaging
and overlapping groups."•
charges of the opposition, and to
The choosing of issues is a answer, with much indignation
touchy business. Whether to "make and conviction, his weakest and
an issue" out of any particular wildest ones.
situation is a matter of grand
If at all possible, political stratestrategy. The party platform gy would dictate the splitting of
adopted at the nominating con- the opposition in at least two
vention is made up of specific ways: split the "undesirable" canplanks; some of these may be "gen- didate from the "intelligent" memerously phrased." But some are bers of his party, and split the
bound to be uncomfortably spe- "real Americans" in the party
cific. The strategy is to know when from the "blind followers." Anto leave some of the "hot" planks other splitting device is to concenalone, and when to stomp for all trate the attack on a relatively
minor figure in the opposition
•This quotation and certain other
party
or on the supposedly sinister
ideas are from Government by the People
by Burns and Peltason, Prentice-Hall , forces said to be actually in control. Democrats point to such Re1952-
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publican "skeletons" as big busi- all takes place with words and
ness, Wall Street, vested and special ballots, and riot with guns and
interests, the Hoover Depression, bullets. The procedure is "evoand the specter of the utilities. lutionary," made necessary by the
Republicans have tended to con- peculiar consti tu tiona! process
centrate on, and will probably with its roots in the eighteenth
continue to play up, city bosses, century. With all its faults, the
administration scandals, commu- whole procedure, imperfect and
nists, brain truster, bureaucrats, "undemocratic" and extraconstituand high taxes.
tional, is a vital part of the AmerAs in sports and the theatre, ican scene, with roots deep in the
timing is important, because, after history and politics of our country.
all, in the United States politics The electoral college system has
is both a game and a drama. The survived many devastating attacks.
campaign ought to reach its climax And although it is an anachronjust before election day. This often ism, it will probably survive for
takes the form of a monster rally many more years. Logic and reain some populous area, probably son will bow, for some time to
in the eastern part of the country; come, to the comforts of sentiment
the Saturday before the first Mon- and habit. And the great Amerday in November is the day for ican political binge will repeat
this. Monday night is the calm itself every four years-despite the
before the storm, devoted to sober clucking and head-shaking of our
and fatherly advice to the people neighbors in distant lands.
to do their duty as they see it on
The constitution of the Repubthe morrow.
lic a£ India, adopted in 1950, proAnd then the people speak. Not vides for the election of the presiall who can will do so. But they dent of India by an electoral colcan if they want to, and that in lege consisting of elected representatives of all state assemblies
itself is important.
This, then, is a rapid review and the two houses of parliament.
of how a president is made. It How's that, now?

..

I'm for the Democrats
By WARNER BLOOMBERG, JR.

y'M FOR the Democrats in this
hatred of change and fear of pioJl 1952 election year. I'm for the neering made them impotent in
Democrats because I believe with domestic conduct and isolationists
all my heart in the American spirit in foreign affairs.
of pioneering and in its traditions
In contrast, the Democrats acof invention, enterprise, and ex- cepted the challenge of the wilderperiment. The Democrats, living ness of domestic and foreign strife,
within these traditions, face the struck out boldly for a better way
future with both idealism and of doing things, charted new maps
practical ingenuity. Those who where men had not gone before,
control the Republican Party view and led the nation in the discovery
the past as better than the present of new and wider horizons: full
and apparently believe that "prog- employment, growing civil rights,
ress" consists of making the future development and conservation of
as much like the present, or past, natural resources for whole reas is possible.
gions, an ever-expanding economy,
After World War I these Re- the right of workers to organize
publicans faced the changes sweep- unions, the protection of bank
ing the world, not as the pioneers accounts and the stabilization of
faced the American wilderness- national financial conduct, the deseeing a challenge and a hope, but velopment of military power in
as fearful men who tried to sit defense of freedom, the assumptight with the status quo and who tion of leadership of the Free
called for a "return to normalcy." World in the search for lasting
The Great Depression that fol- peace.
lowed was the consequence of their
I'm for the Democrats because
policies, the result of their hatred they've worked hard and effectivefor the American traditions of ly to solve the problems facing our
enterprise and experiment. That nation. Like all of America's pio-
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neers, the Democrats have made from both the totalitarian fanatics
mistakes, and, like the pioneer's, in our midst and their hysterical
their mistakes fade into insig- opponents.
nificance beside their accomplishThis creative approach to the
ments. The Republicans, hating problem was destroyed by Repubthe challenge of the wilderness, licans joining with a few of the
have opposed every program of the reactionary tub-thumpers who still
Democrats but have failed to offer masquerade as Democrats. It was
even one major alternative for killed because the Republicans,
orderly and progressive change. By paralyzed by their fear of pioneertheir defensive preoccupation with ing and of change, have come to
each Democratic mistake they have view every problem not fully solved
paralyzed their ability to create by the Democrats, not as a chaland are capable today only of un- lenge for creative hearts and minds,
reasoning opposition.
but as a precious trophy to be preThe so-called "Communist is- served without understanding and
sue" is an example. According to proudly displayed at election time.
the FBI, the Communist Party The Republicans have become
has attracted .ooo1 of our popula- hopelessly involved in the stagnant
tion, and that little band of 15,000 art of political taxidermy. Mean·
is under constant surveillance and while, the Democrats have tried
full of our own secret agents. A to bring about change in a con·
tiny handful of alleged pinkos, structive way, channeling the flow
parlor pinkos, or might-have-been of history to the needs and dreams
pinkos worked their way into the and ideals of America's free citiGovernment, mainly during the zenry, shaping the future instead
years when Democrats and Repub- of being pushed into it backwards.
licans alike sang praises of our
I'm for the Democrats in 1952
Russian allies. To put this prob- because I believe the problems
lem in its proper perspective, the facing us will be solved, not by
Administration proposed a com- slogans, but by creating, revising
mission of distinguished citizens, and refining programs and legislanon-partisan and for the most part tion-the job to which the Demoquite conservative. This commis- crats have applied themselves efsion would investigate the whole fectively and with understanding
problem of "isms" in America, for the two decades of their leaderincluding Communism, and would ship. The Republicans have prohave provided the American people duced no real alternatives to these
with a balanced, reliable report laws and programs, except to go
on the threats to our liberties backwards. Instead they have be-
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come experts in writing slogans
with which to decorate their trophy
room of Democratic mistakes"bankrupting our children,"
"creeping socialism," "bureaucratic corruption," "bloody prosperity." As sterile as their art of political taxidermy, this preoccupation
with simple sloganism serves only
to excite ignorant emotions, inhibit thought and discussion, and
numb the intelligence of the citizen.
The so-called issue of corruption
is a good example. This corruption
begins with the ordinary citizen,
as likely as not a well-to-do Republican, who tries to buy his way out
of a traffic violation or who gives
financial support to a candidate
for local judge in order to be in a
position to ask favors later on. In
the Federal Government it takes
the form of businessmen coming
to our Nation's Capital with the
deliberate intention of finding
those very few officials whom they
can bribe for the benefit of themselves or their corporations. These
same business interests then scream
the simple slogans about corruption invented by the Republican
Party to which they belong. They
oppose the reforms of the Hoover
Commission-a creation of the
Democrats. They even fought the
creation of the Kefauver committee-another Democratic attack on
the problem of crime and corruption in politics. And when the
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Administration proposed to revise
the whole tax administration setup, many of these slogan~slinging
Republicans, facing possible loss
of patronage, screamed like stuck
pigs.
I'm for the Democrats because
they produce their own leaders as
well as their own programs, and
are responsible for them. Desperate
at being unable for twenty years
to produce a leader capable of
capturing the imagination or inspiring the faith of a majority of
the American people, many Republicans have once more (remember Willkie?) gone outside the
regular, active Party organization.
They hope that a hero named
Eisenhower might be able to bring
victory to this band of backwardlooking, gloomy savers of mistakes
and purveyors of slogans. In the
meantime, the Democratic Party
has developed within itself a
young, vital, and capable leadership-Estes Kefauver, Adlai Stevenson, Averill Harriman, Paul Douglas, William 0. Douglas, Richard
Russell. Any one of these men
would bring integrity to the Office
of President and honor to the
country he served.
I'm for the Democrats because
they are a representative groupliberals from North and West, defenders of States' Rights in the
South, conservatives of the Plains
States. Yet, while they represent
and compromise domestic differ-
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ences, they are united on the fundamentals of a foreign policy which
recognizes our world leadership
and accepts our duties to ourselves
and our ideals. The Republicans,
divided into isolationists and internationalists, stand-patters and
lookers-backward, cannot develop
democratic compromises representing a majority of the people and
are held together mainly by their

common hunger for that Office
which they haven't captured for
twenty years.
The Democratic Party has upheld our American traditions of
pioneering enterprise, has devoted
itself to construction rather than
blind opposition, has produced out
of its own internal tensions intelligent programs and vigorous leaders. Yes, I'm for the Democrats.

U nder Pope Julius II the church greatly increased its
wealth and political power. The story is told of how a
poor monk traveled to Rome and interviewed this pope,
who showed him the vast riches and priceless treasures of
the church. The amazed monk was shown room after
room filled with treasures of art, sculpture, jewels, gold,
and silver. The proud pope said to the monk, "You see,
my friend, the successor of Peter does not have to say,
'Silver and gold have I none.' "
"Yes, Holy Father," replied the monk, "but by the same
token h e can no longer say, 'In the name of Jesus Christ,
rise up and walk!' "
JoHN SUTHERLAND BONNELL, quoted in Treasury
of the Christian Faith (Association Press. 1949)

A Republican Views
the ][952 Election
By JoHN W. VAN NEss

surface the political isbefore the American
people this election year are about
the same as in any election year.
The two great political parties are
jockeying for advantage. Each is
trying to carry out a constructive
program in nation and state which
will commend it to the approval
of voters. Each is trying to lay the
blame for governmental failure on
the other in the hope that it will
reap the harvest of protest votes,
always an important factor in
American elections. Thus the traditional American political campaign looks and sounds.
But beneath the surface a life
or death struggle for freedom of
the American people is being
waged. Here in a country which
is populated by essentially religious
people there is an underground
movement to lure people away
from the religious way of life. This
anti-Christian conspiracy is not
N THE

O sues

working according to the Communist formula, which is to close the
churches and outlaw public worship. Its management knows better
than to resort to that violence to
American love of liberty. The conspiracy is working to the formula
of the Fabian Socialists, the intellectuals of Britain who have already reduced active church membership in that great country to
less than ,half the 55 per cent of
church membership in the United
States.
In the creed of these enemies
of the American way, democracy
and Christianity are one. They
refer for direction and justification in their sly crusade to the
oft-quoted declaration of Karl
Marx: "The democratic concept
of man is false because it is Christian. Democracy holds that each
man is a sovereign being. This is
the illusion and dream of Christianity."
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Knowing full well that Christianity in this country cannot be
destroyed, or even damaged, by
any political process, the Socialist
enemy of Christianity avoids the
goal that is first in his mind and
purpose. The last maneuver that
he would attempt in his campaign
to rob each man of his independence would be to try to bring
about government rules against
freedom of worship. So his purpose is never in a political platform, never represented on a ballot
by an avowed disciple of Karl
Marx.
The strategy of the Marxist welfare state politician is to weaken
and finally destroy democracy.
And his method is again not by
direct political attack. He never
risks the probability of a crushing
defeat by direct collision with
democracy. His policy is to whittle
away at the great freedoms which
are the frame and sinew of democracy-freedom of religion, of
speech and assembly and of press.
Again, he does not go directly
to his purpose. Nor does he give
the faintest hint of the pagan
cruelty which activates his crusade
to wrest the peoples of earth from
the Fatherhood of God.
By the most devious ways he
persuades the lawmakers of democracy to yield some little bit of
democracy's freedom. His implement of persuasion is appeal to
the basic doctrine of Christianity

that man is his brother's keeper.
To take only one of many pos·
sible examples, there's the Federal
welfare program. In theory it is
a mass expression of Christian
charity. It is the machinery of government by which Christian charity is more generally applied and
more justly bestowed than would
be possible through a number of
church organizations. The surface
reasonableness of this explanation justifies so much support of
the device.
But the true purpose of the
backers of the welfare program
was exposed when they made the
mistake of trying to hide their
spending of tax money. They ran
head on into the democratic principle that a taxpayer has the right
to know where his tax money goes.
If they had conceded their mistake and made a confession of
error and gracefully c;o-operated to
make amends, they might have
concealed their true purpose to
destroy democracy for some time.
But they thought they had bought
enough votes with their welfare
payments to defy the people. They
thought that they had hacked
their way far through the defense,
works of democracy in their drive
to get at the Christian heart of a
free people.
Indiana decided that it had a
right, as a sovereign state in a
free country, to know where its
welfare dollar went. It undertook,
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by appropriate legislation, to revive and revitalize this right. Indiana finally succeeded, but only
after a prolonged and tough battle
which was carried from the Indiana General Assembly into the
national Congress before a statutory victory was won.
The opposition which developed
forced the Indiana General Assembly into a special session where
this issue was the sole question.
The strength of this opposition is
important to the American people
in this national campaign year.
Naturally the governmental welfare agencies, national, state and
county, fought the measure. They
were defending their assault gains
on the institution of democracy.
And they mustered strong allies.
They were supported by politicians
who act on the principle that a
political mistake should never be
conceded. They were supported
by many people of unquestioned
loyalty to Americanism who felt
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that there were conditions, such
as the giving of charity, which justified secrecy about tax money
spending. And they were supported by many devout Christians
whose compassion was so affected
by what they believed to be the
beneficence of government that
they were blinded to the penalty
which the church was paying delegating one of the most Christian
of its functions to government.
Fortunately the wisdom and
courage of the defenders of democracy as the guardian of Christianity prevailed. A battle was won.
But the war is being carried on,
and in the nature of our America,
it is being carried on in a political
campaign.
It is this war of ideas and contention for the spirit of man which
is the vital issue not only in the
United States this year, but very
probably in the world struggle
for the survival of Christian civilization .

..
Possibly the game of Life cannot be won; but if it can
be won, it will be the players in the game who win it, not
the superior people who pride themselves on not knowing
the difference between a fair ball and a foul, to say nothing of those in the grandstand or in the bleachers whose
contribution is throwing pop bottles at the umpire.
MAX Orro, Things and Ideals
(Henry Holt and Co., Inc. 1924)

Obscenity in
Popular Fiction
By

HANS BRUSS

A

said some time This question is cunningly and
ago that she was ashamed to neatly side-stepped by some of the
sell many of the books published realists. We find them making a
today. Even keeping them in stock, righteous defense of the basic
she said, seemed like cooperating rights and freedoms of the individin the collapse of moral values.
ual instead. Perhaps ~hey would
She was referring to the trend even go so far as to defend the
toward realism in fiction that right of the dope-fiend to enjoy
seems to be producing books his dope. At any rate this is the
weighed down with ever greater tenor of their argument.
floods of obscenity. Several days'
Obviously any discussion on
reading in some of today's much morals in modern America pretouted fiction will convince a per- sents difficulties. It is a truism to
son that the ultimate in obscenity say that words can be a power for
good-or they can be a power for
has almost been reached.
The fashion of these writers to evil. A statement like this, when
lard their pages with obscenities first stated, may find blanket acis producing an ever-growing vol- ceptance, but further exploration
ume of criticism. For the moment raises many questions. What is
the word "obscenity" has become good? What is evil? Vicious forces
a battleground in the literary have twisted the meanings, so that
world. Where shall we stand?
there is no common definition.
Keep this in mind when you
I
explore today's literary firmament.
BVIOUSLY a discussion of this
Many writers today would probsort cannot evade the ques- ably snicker if they were question: Does fiction influence morals? tioned as to whether they con-
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ceived their task to be that of
preserving public morals. Well,
what do you mean by morality
anyway? This, to some degree, explains the impatience of writers
today with educators, sociologists,
clergymen, doctors; that is, with
people who are concerned about
public morals. The two groups
talk a different language.
Since today's fiction is also in
the business of conveying ideas
and these ideas can be a motive
power for change, whether for
good or evil, it has also a definite
influence on public opinion and
public morals. J. Edgar Hoover
does not overstate the matter
when he says: "Filthy literature is
the great moron-maker. It is casting criminals faster than prisons
can absorb them. " The cause for
alarm today is the increase of
obscene reading material and the
defense of much of this in the interest of art, freedom, and truth.
' Literary art is absolved in that
it is described as a "delayed echo,"
its aim being to hold a mirror up
to life and society, its purpose to
present life as it is, not as it should
be.
In recent years there is a growing awareness that literary art also
leaves its imprint on us as individuals. It too helps to influence our
thoughts, mold our tastes, determine our judgments, control our
actions.
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This awareness is particularly
noticeable in the related media for
the conveyance of pictures and
ideas: the screen, the radio, and
lately, television. With it has come
a growing volume of criticism. It
has been pointed out in connection with the screen: "The movies
play a part in defining conduct
that social psychologists are only
beginning to understand in its
full significance."
These are media which cater
to large segments of the American
public. The facts in the case of
literary art ar·e somewhat different,
but some of the same factors are
to be noted. Perhaps it is very
difficult to escape the cultural
compulsives intrenched in our
social milieu as well as the influences at work in modern society
as we know it. Surely some of the
d emoralizing tendencies in literary
art arise from its relationship to
the social order. The profit motive
is dominant and the lure of large
profits is known to stultify the
moral sensibilities. Authors who
can produce large dividends for
their employers are stabled in
luxury. Publishers are more concerned'about their bank statement
than the public welfare.
Possibly, in the scheme of things,
more restraint will have to be
exercised by government. The fact
that government exists is a recognition of the fact that not all men
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are to be trusted and that there
are vicious forces which work like
termites in modern society. How to
exercise restraint without abridging any of the freedoms is a problem in good government. Censorship has notoriously failed for diverse reasons, chiefly because the
boards of review, censors, and city
ordinances in their legislation did
not get to the root of the matter.
Too often they were concerned
with trivial technicalities which
but slightly affect the formation
of unsocial attitudes.
Christian people desire to see
the public morals in a healthy
state. Since the American people
have much more leisure today
than formerly, the problem of
morals is to a greater extent tied
up with the use of leisure time.
Surely the Church must be alert
to this. Powerful commercial interests offer formidable competition.
Perhaps there is some comfort
in the fact that fiction in America
at present seems to be in the doldrums as a recent Saturday Review
editorial indicates. The Harper's
$10,ooo Prize Novel award, the
largest prize in American publishing, will not be awarded this year
(the first time since its initiation).
The fiction content of magazines
decreases. Perhaps the American
people as a whole are a good deal
more sensible than most of us
suspect.

II
AMES T. FARRELL in a recent
article on censorship tells us
that a number of open-minded
and intelligent American judges
have helped enormously to make
literary freedom effective in this
country. Ostensibly the reason
for such literary freedom is to free
the writer to examine what is in
life, to arrive freely at his own
convictions, and to present them
freely to the American public. As
far as he is concerned the real
issue is not obscenity, but whether
we shall keep the right to search
for the truth and to present it.
Farrell defends his thesis competently. But lest we forget: the
freedoms have price tags. The
price of literary freedom could
well be this, that we see the country flooded with undesirable and
even filthy literature of a demoralizing nature and that we trust
the common sense of the American
people to reject it. A few will
always be hurt in this process, but
the long-range results may well be
worth it.
In a discussion on obscenity we
find in a recent issue of a writer's
magazine (Report to Writers, November, 1951) the one side raising
the issue of censorship, the other
side raising the issue of quality.
Realists, many of whom persist
in dwelling on the sordid aspects
of life almost exclusively, are ac-
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cused of substituting deliberately
sensational material for quality.
No one will argue the right of
the writer to focus the attention
of the public on the cankers of
society and the beneficial results
that may arise from such an expose. But there is a difference between literature and pathology.
That the celebration of the sordid
holes and corners of life is realism
is indeed a false idea.
An almost exclusive preoccupation with the cesspools of society
presents a world out of focus and
produces a certain grotesqueness,
as we have seen in the works of
Erskine Caldwell. Man is reduced
to the point where he is the son
of a simian. Perhaps the works of
many modern writers simply illustrate their spiritual bankruptcy.
Life to them has become "an inextricable morass of passions and
disillusionments, crass appetites,
and callous responses." They have
nothing to offer us but despair at
the moment.
And this is where they fail the
modern reader. Their preoccupation with a narrow, intensely ingrown and chaotic world is almost equivalent to the doctrine of
nihilism. Writers in other generations have pointed with the finger
of righteous indignation to the
open sores of society, but went on
to blaze a path to a better world.
In addition the larding of their
pages with obscenities seems to

pay the reader the doubtful compliment of assuming that he too
is depraved. And as a result a large
segment of the reading. public is
lost. Or as Fletcher Pratt points
out it "arouses doubt of the writer's
good faith. It is exhibitionism, a
small boy writing dirty words on
walls." Or filling the air with "cusswords" to show that he is tough.
It puts a question-mark behind
the whole product.
Perhaps in this connection we
should remember the little axiom
that more dirt does not make the
potato any more real and apply it
to the trend toward realism in
fiction. The great masters in fiction knew this and never lost sight
of their purpose. Perhaps we today
are merely witnessing a passing
fad in the history of literature.

III
the m'a rket is flooded
VV with books which are illustrations of half-truths and which
represent interpretations of life
that are subversive of Christianity
and the American way of life,
what shall Christian people do?
What are they doing? Surely the
staggering problems which we meet
in our time require an ethical insight and a religious passion of the
first magnitude to bring order and
beauty out of chaos. A Saturday
Review article of February 10,
1951, turned to the churches and
asked, "Where is the Message?"
""\ ""\\ THILE
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Religionists claim that they have
the stuff that will meet the needs
of our desperate hour, but a person would not suspect this by reading many of the religious books
that appear, especially fiction.
Perhaps we need to look again
at what we mean by "Christian"
literature, especially "Christian"
fiction. Do we pass it off as Christian literature simply because it
has been sterilized? Because any
offensive smut or obscenities have
been eliminated? Does that make
it "Christian"? There are erroneous notions abroad as to what constitutes wholesome literature.
There are still too many Reformed
taboos operating within Protestantism. In Christian fiction of
today we often meet a sugarcoated
moralism, or Puritanism, or a conventional piety that is completely
out of touch with the times. It
seems that the church, if ·these
periodicals in which "Christian"
literature appears represent the
church, has buried its head in the
sand. Writers of the world throw
a pitiless spotlight on the ineffectiveness of conventional piety and
"Christian" literature is mercilessly lampooned in literary circles as
it so often deserves to be.
If progress is to be achieved in
the creation of a truly representative body of Christian literature,
then to my mind there must first
come a rigorous self-criticism. Only
then can we hope for something

that will represent the good, the
true, the beautiful in Christianity
to appear.
Next in line we must realize
that the modern media of communications are so often in the
control and manned by people
who have one particular kind of
truth to tell. They have occupied
the positions of influence by reason of our default. So often it is
the case that we do not know our
own strength. Now, more than
ever, we need to man a Christian
front that will come to grips with
the problems of the day. Censorship has failed, because it does not
strike at the root of the matter.
But the Church can be the most
important influence in producing
people who have no taste for pornography. More than ever we need
to realize that the misuse of leisure
time is intimately related to personal and community disorganization. Somehow or other we must
befriend and help people "recreate" themselves, their beliefs,
their attitudes, their values. Our
ultimate goal must be no less than
a censorship by the people themselves. Only this type of censorship
will work effectively. Beholding a
collapse of moral values today, we
know that this matter is urgent.
In a book on social trends we
read: "The church, traditionally
the friend and patron of the arts,
contributes to them in this country only to a slight degree." This
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statement would seem to suggest
that we have missed the bus. If
we hope to catch it yet, we need
to be conscious of a positive program to remedy this, which might
be summed up as follows {in addition to what we said above):

1) the publication of Christian
literature, building up the
market for Christian literature.
2) the employment of talented
editors who have a keen insight into what needs to be
done .
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3) the encouragement of Christian writers. "Good cooks
must replace the bad ones,
and in this case the cooks are
the writers."
4) the employment of critics
who can give positive literary
criticism from a Christian
viewpoint.
Nature, it is said, abhors a
vacuum. In the vacuum created
by the spiritually bankrupt writers
of our day, we may yet ,see the
emergence of a truly Christian
literature. Pray God that we may!

. . . although some suppose that virtues which have a
reference only to themselves, and are desired only on their
own account, are ye t true and genuine virtues, the fact
is that even then they are inflated with pride, and are
therefore to be reckon ed vices rather than virtues. For as
that which gives life to the flesh is not derived from flesh,
but is above it, so that which gives blessed life to man is
not derived from man, but is something above him; and
what I say of ma n IS true of every celestial power and
virtue whatsoever.
ST. AUGUSTINE, Civitas Dei

Letter from

Xanadu,
Nebraska
Dear Editor:
"\ \\ JE' vE got another big doings
'¥'¥ coming up this month. Homer (my boy) is graduating from
high school and just between you
and me I don't know how they're
going to keep that school going
when h e leaves. He was a threeletter man, president of the senior
:lass, president of the Varsity Club,
and president of the Junior Optimists. Just like his old man, I tell
people-not too good with books
but a natural-born leader of men.
I'm glad to see Homer get his
sheepskin. You have to have one
nowadays to get anywhere. And
Homer is the type that will go
places if he gets a few breaks. I've
been in the selling game all my
' life and I know a natural salesman
when I see one. Homer will make
a salesman if anybody will.
I want to get him into the right
kind of college now and the way
it looks that shouldn't be any
42

trouble. He's had offers from three
Big Ten schools and half a dozen
down South. I don't know what
the going price is for fullbacks but
some of these offers are pretty
tempting. Rev. Zeitgeist, of course,
thinks he ought to go to one of
our church colleges, which I
wouldn't object to if Homer were
just an average sort of kid but I
think he can make good in the
big time and besides I want Homer to make the contacts that you
can make at the big schools. As
far as the religious angle is concerned, he's already got his religion and, anyway, he's not going
to be taking any of those courses
that bring in evolution or communism or sex.
To tell the truth, I'm more excited about this college business
than Homer is. I never got beyond
the tenth grade and I was working
in the parts room for old man
Gedunk while some of my friends
were off to college. They'd come
back with stories about fraternity
parties and the big dances and
the football teams and I'd get to
feeling pretty sorry for myself. But
that's one of the nice things about
having kids. You can give them a
chance to get in on the fun you
missed out on.
But boyoboy! even with a fairly
good football scholarship it's going
to cost me plenty to send him to
college. From what I gather, a car
is practically a necessity nowadays,
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at least if you want to get into the
right fraternity, and then there's
clothes and a little pocket money
and a lot of incidentals. I guess
it isn't so bad if a boy is just going
to attend classes and read books
but Homer's no queer. He likes
people and he likes to be doing
what the crowd is doing and since
I can afford to let him do it I
don't see how I can refuse to. After
all, he's going to have to live a
long time after he's out of college
and he might as well have his fun
while he can.
The only thing I'm insisting on
is that he keep his grades up so
that he can play football. With his
personality and with a good football record, Homer could pick his
job after he graduates. I know
that for a fact because I've seen
it happen often enough. You can
say what you like about scholarship and good grades. The plushy
jobs still go to the guys with personality and a varsity sweater.
Who knows? Homer might even
get himself a rich wife and not
have to work at all. Guess maybe
I'm building my hopes too high,
but I can't see any limit to what
he might promote in four years of
college if he plays his cards right.
By the way, Mrs. G. and I are
planning to take a vacation in
Mexico this summer some time.
I've got a bunch of travel folders
and Mrs. G. has bought herself
one of these "Spanish in Ten Easy

Lessons" booklets so we're all set.
We'll probably head straight for
Mexico City and spend a couple
of weeks there and then maybe
go down to Acapulco for a weekend. There doesn't seem to be
much to the rest of the country.
I'm taking a pistol along just in
case we get caught in a revolution
and Mrs. G. and I have both
bought a full tropical wardrobe.
This will be a big treat for Mrs. G.
The farthest she's ever been .from
home before was Des Moines. This
will be the farthest I've ever been
from home, too. I've been to Chicago several times and once to St.
Louis but mostly I've stuck pretty
close to home. Now that the kids
are grown, though, maybe we can
get around a little more. I think
you almost have to see the backwardness and misery in other countries before you can really appreciate what we have in this country.
Like Louie Spannferkel says, he
never really appreciated Omaha
until he saw Naples. I guess it
must be really awful the way these
Italians and Europeans live.
Yours, etc.

G. G.
P. S.-Send me the money and
I'll buy you a tortilla in Mexico.
What size do you wear and what
colors do you like?

G. G.

A}{D MUSIC MAKERS
Some Great Pianists of Yesterday
[CONTINUED]

BY WALTER A. HANSEN

1\
.J ·

Although I never heard Vladimir de Pachmann in the flesh
and, for this reason, cannot repeat
any of the comments he was wont
to make about himself and his
playing, I do have a recording-a
special pressing-on which the
great exponent of the music of
Chopin plays the Polish composer's
Minute Waltz and does a bit of
grunting and a little talking.
Anyone who sets out to write a
history of the great masters of
the keyboard and, for one reason
or another, neglects to deal with
Pachmann is guilty of an unpardonable oversight. Pachmann's
name has become legendary. According to every competent critic,
his tone was ravishing in its beauty.
He knew how to play Chopin's
music in the proper way.
Once upon a time Moritz Rosenthal, a past master of all the
ins and outs of piano technic,
called on Pachmann in Vienna for
the purpose of learning more about
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the most effective way of performing one of Chopin's mazurkas.
Pachmann, so the story goes, seated
himself at the piano, put on his
spectacles, and, with the score on
the music rack, proceeded to play
the composition after the fashion
of a serious-minded, plodding student. "This is very difficult," he
said to Rosenthal, who soon saw
that he would have to leave without learning any of Pachmann's
secrets.
I remember the huge, velvety
paws of Josef Lhevinne-paws that
could span twelve white keys with
ease. How those mighty hands
used to fl. y about on the key board
when Lhevinne played Anton Rubinstein's difficult but musically
unimportant Staccato Etude! They
were far quicker than the eye.
They looked like two big moths
flitting to and fro.
Did you ever hear Lhevinne
play Chopin's mighty Octave
Etude in B M irwr? This was al-
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most miraculous. Has any other
master of the piano ever learned
to play this composition with skill
more dumbfounding than Lhevinne's? I wonder.
After the last Lhevinne recital
I heard and reviewed I made bold
to say to the artist, "I wish you
had played the Staccato Etude."
Meanwhile my hand was literally
lost in his mighty paw. "No morel"
exclaimed Lhevinne. "It's too
hard!"
Lhevinne's pianissimo was worth
walking miles and miles to hear.
Whenever Lhevinne played Chopin's Polonaise in A Flat Major,
the effect was electrifying. Those
octaves in the middle section would
roll out of his left hand with fabulous speed. And what a wonderful
sense of rhythm and proportion
Lhevinne revealed whenever he
regaled an audience with this
work!
I never had a chance to interview the great Sergei Rachmaninoff. But I know some of his friends
and have heard much about him.
The first time I attended a Rachmaninoff recital the master included Beethoven's Sonata Appassionata in his program. My recollection of that performance is indelible. Rachmaninoff's reading
spurred me on to practice with redoubled interest and exertion. It
had revealed to me things I had
never noticed before. Rachmaninoff had taken me into Beethoven's
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soul, as it were. Before that time
I had never actually known the
A ppassionata.
Ask Eugene Ormandy about
Rachmaninoff and observe how
eloquent the famous conductor of
the Philadelphia Orchestra can become when he speaks about the
man who was one of his close
friends.
Rachmaninoff's manager once
called on me. "Have you ever
talked to Rachmaninoff?" he
asked. "No," I answered. "Then
do so by all means," he said, "as
soon as you have a chance." Unfortunately, that chance never
came.
To me Rachmaninoff is a great
personality-and, of course, a great
artist-in his many recordings. Listen to him as he plays his own
Rhapsody on a Theme by Paganini with the Philadelphia Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski. This
is a memorable performance. It
is unforgettable. Here Rachmaninoff is, in every respect, the main
personality-the personality who
imbues every detail of the reading
with the power, the sweep, and
the magic of his artistry.
A short time ago I heard Gyorgy
Sandor, one of the eminent pianists of our time, play Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody. Sandor declared
that he had studied the great composer-pianist's recording of this
work. How could any pianist who
sets out to learn this monumental
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composition neglect Rachmaninoff's own reading? The recording
is not up to the standards of today.
Nevertheless, it is of the utmost
importance to those who want to
learn about the achievements of
great masters of the keyboard.
Godowsky and Busoni
' I heard Leopold Godowsky.
-- You would have sworn that
he had twenty fingers instead of
ten. His technic was fabulous.
Do you know Godowsky's transcriptions of Chopin's Etudes? Try
to play them! Then you will have
some conception of the man's almost unbelievable skill. But Godowsky was not a "showy" pianist.
Ferruccio Busoni was a great
artist-and, of course, a mastermusician. I heard him long ago. I
remember that he played Beethoven's Sonata, Op. I I I.
Busoni's compositions-with the
exception of his admirable transcriptions of some of the works
of Johann Sebastian Bach-are not
of outstanding importance. Nowadays they ·a rr seldom performed.
But Busoni will go down in history as one of the world's great
pianists.
I never heard Teresa Careno.
But I did hear Fannie BloomfieldZeisler-more than once. She must
be numbered among the great
women pianists of yesterday. She
and Moritz Rosenthal were cousins.

How movingly Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler used to play Chopin's
Berceuse! And Carl Tausig's transcription of Franz Schubert's
Marche Militaire! And Chopin's
Sonata in B Flat Minor! and Edvard Grieg's Ballade in G Minor!
Many years have been sucked
into the whirlpool of history since
I attended recitals given by Mrs.
Zeisler. But I still have a vivid
remembrance of her delightful
performance of a trifle from the
pen of one Eduard Poldini-a
highly pleasing trifle titled The
Waltzing Doll.
Olga Samaroff was another famous woman pianist. I heard her
more than once, and I know some
of her close friends.
I heard Madame Samaroff in
the flesh a long time ago. But I
did not meet her until a short
while before her death. I shall
always associate her with Tchaikovsky's Concerto in B Flat Minor
because I had known this ever
popular work only by name before I heard her perform it with
an orchestra.
An arm injury compelled Madame Samaroff to give up her
career as a concert artist. But she
served for a time as music critic
for one of New York City's newspapers, and she devoted much effort-with outstanding success-to
teaching and writing. She befriended many a young artist. Her
friends never fail to speak of her
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with great enthusiasm, unswerving
loyalty, and genuine affection.
Among them are some of my own
friends-Eugene List and Joseph
Battista, two of the ablest pianists
of our time; Hans Schwieger, conductor of the Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra; and Igor Bu-
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ketoff, conductor of the Fort
Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra
and of all the young people's concerts presented by the New York
Philharmonic Symphony.
I have many other recollections.
But space-tyrannical space-tells
me that I must break off.

RECENT RECORDINGS
Escales (Ports of Call):
Palermo, T u n is-Nefta, Valencia.
Leopold Stokowski and his Symphony Orchestra.-Superb performances of this descriptive and colorladen music. As an encore Stokowski conducts Dance of the Sylphs,
from Hector Berlioz' Th e Damnation of Faust, a little masterpiece
which has been called one-part
gossamer and one-part thistledown.
RCA Victor WDM-1628.

JACQUES !BERT.

Schicksalslied
(Song of Destiny), Op. 54 · The San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra and
the Stanford University Chorus
under Pierre Monteux.-An excellent reading of Brahm's setting for
orchestra and mixed chorus of a
poem by Johann Christian Friedrich
HOlderlin. RCA Victor WDM-1637.

JOHANNES BRAHMS.

VAN B EETHOVEN. Symphony
No. I , in c Major, op. 2I. The
Boston Symphony Orchestra under
Charles Miinch.-A performance as
lucid as it is exciting. RCA Victor
WDM-1622.

LUDWIG

La Boheme. ATturo Toscanini and the NBC Symphony Orchestra, with Licia Albanese, as Mimi; Ann McKnight,
as Musetta; Jan Peerce, as Rodolfo;
Francesco Valentino, as Marcello;
Nicola Moscona, as Colline; George
Cehanovsky, as Schaunard; Salvatore Baccaloni, as Benoit and Alcindoro. Peter J. Wilhousky, chorus
director, and Edoardo Petri, boy's
chorus director.-A complete recording of the memorable broadcasts of
February 3 and 10, 1946. Those
who have not heard La Boheme
under the baton of Toscanini have
missed a thrilling experience. A
libretto in Italian and in English
accompanies the set. RCA Victor
WDM-1646.

GIOACOMo PucciNI.

Symphony No. IOJ ,
in E Flat Major ("Drum Roll"
Symphony). The Boston Symphony
Orchestra under Charles Miinch.A vivid and clear-cut performance
by a master-conductor at the head
of a great orchestra. RCA Victor
WDM-1621.

JosEPH HAYDN .
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WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART. Sonata
No. 40, in B Flat Major (K. 454).
Mischa Elman, violinist, and Wolfgang Rose, pianist.-Some will say
that the reading is a bit "romanticized." But I believe that Elman
has disciplined his arti!>try in recent years. RCA Victor WDM-1634·
FR:EDtiuc FRANCOIS CHOPIN.Polonaises.
Vol. I Nos. I to 6. Artur Rubinstein, pianist.-One need say no
more than that Rubinstein is one
of the truly great masters of the
piano. RCA Victor WDM-r62g.
JoHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Chaconne,
from the Partita for Violin Alone,
in D Minor; Courante, from Suite
No. 2, for 'Cello Alone; Prelude,
originally for the lute; Sarabande
and Bouree, from Suite No. I
for Lute, in E Minor; Fugue, originally for the lute. Transcribed
for the guitar and played by Andres
Segovia.-To say that the guitar is
not a respectable instrument is to
reveal abysmal ignorance. Segovia
is a master. The wonderful Chaconne lends itself admirably to
transcription for the guitar. Let
us remember that Bach himself was
a prolific transcriber. M-G-M E123.
GEORG FRIDERIC HANDEL. Water M usic. JoHANN SEBASTIAN BAcH. Air,
from Suite No. 3, in D Major. The
Pro Arte Orchestra under Macklin
Marrow.-The Water Music Suite
is the arrangement made by Sir
Hamilton Harty. The performances
are highly praiseworthy. M-G-M
EI32·
JAROMIR WEINBERGER. Polka and
Fugue, from Schwanda. RICHARD
STRAuss. Dance of the Seven Veils,

from Salome. The Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy.There is magic in Ormandy's readings of Weinberger's rollicking
Polka and Fugue and Strauss's incandescent score. Columbia AALr2.
JoHANNES BRAHMS. Symphony No. I,
in C Minor, Op. 68. The Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy.-Ormandy gives a thrilling
exposition of this great work. Columbia ML4477.
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. Sonatas, No.
J, in E Flat Major, op. I2, and
No. 4, in A Minor, Op. 23. Zino
Francescatti, violin, and Robert
Casadesus, piano.-Artistry of the
highest type. Columbia ML4478.
WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART. Six
Quartets Dedicated to Haydn. The
Roth String Quartet.-Artistry completely in keeping with the letter
and the spirit of the six great masterpieces. Mercury MGLB.
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF. Symphony No.
I, in D Minor, op. IJ. The Stockholm Radio Symphony Orchestra
under Jacques Rachmilovich.-Read
the strange history of Rachmaninoff's First in a good biography of
the great Russian composer-pianist.
I had never heard this work before I received the recording. I
like the composition as well as the
performance. Mercury MGwrr1.
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART. Concerto No. 24, in C Minor (K. 49I).
Sari Biro, pianist, with the Austrian
Symphony Orchestra under Wilhelm Loibner. Overture to The
Marriage of Figaro. The Austrian
Symphony Orchestra under Robert

r
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Heger.-The young pianist gives a
moving performance. Her artistry
is sterling in every way. The recording of the piano tone is exceptionally lifelike. Remington R-199-

70.
VAN BEETHOVEN. Concerto
No. 4, in G Major. Friedrich
Wiihrer, pianist, and the Austrian
Symphony Orchestra under Karl
Randolf.-Wiihrer's pia ying reminds me of Rudolph Serkin's.
This is a high compliment. Remington R-199-72.

LUDWIG

EMMANUEL LIST IN OPERA AND SONG.

Finale to Act 2 of Richard Strauss's
Der Rosenkavalier; La Calunnia,
from Gioacchino Rossini's The Barber of Seville; Cavatina, from Halevy's La ]uive. List, the famous
basso, sings these operatic excerpts
with the Austrian Symphony Orchestra under Wilhelm Loibner.
Else Schurhoff, contralto, takes part
in the selection from Der Rosenkavalier. With Otto Schulhof at
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the piano List sings Schubert's
Totengriibers Heimweh; Ziehrer's
0 Wien, mein liebes Wien; Le
Tambour-Major, from Thomas' Le
Cai"d; Moussorgsky's setting of Goethe's Song of the Flea.-List, as
everyone knows, is a great artist
with a great voice. Remington R199-73·
GEORG FRIDERIC HANDEL. Messiah.
The Salzburg Mozarteum Orchestra
and the Salzburg Dom Choir. Anneliese Kupper, soprano; Rosette
Anday, contralto; Lorenz Fehenberger, tenor; Josef Greindl, bass.
Josef Messner, conductor.-A heartstirring presentation of this great
oratorio. Messner has made a few
cuts. In addition, there are a few
changes in the assignment of the
solo roles and in the orchestral
part of The Trumpet Shall Sound.
The work is sung in German with
excellent diction. I cannot recommend this recording too highly.
Remington R-199-69.

The most generous and enthusiastic of the younger men
and women in every nation always feel the need for some
cause to which they can give themselves with complete
and self-forgetting devotion.
THE RT. REv. CYRIL GARBETT, In an Age of
' Revolution (London: Hodder and
Stoughton. 1952)
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~------------------------------------, in the souls of men." (A flowery
BIOGRAPHY
I NEVER GREW UP
By Cobina Wright. New York.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1952. 316 pages.
$3-75·
J HEN five-year-old Oliver Joseph
VV Beaudette visits the Beverly
Hills home of his grandmother, he
makes a bee-line for the upper hall.
Small hands clasped behind his back,
eyes grave and deep with the wonderful, insatiable curiosity of the very
young, he takes his place before a
fabulous collection of autographed
photographs of many of the most
famous figures of the first half of
the twentieth century.
0 . J.-as the boy calls himself-has
his special favorites among the many
likenesses. It goes without saying that
he admires Theodore Roosevelt and
General John J. Pershing. The great
Enrico Caruso, portrayed as the clown
Canio, is another favorite. Then there
is a photograph of the Grand Duke
Alexander, a glittering figure who
has this message written across his
beribboned and bemedaled chest:
"Your voice is a splendid gift of God,
given you to touch the words of good

'1\

tribute, if ever I've heard one. But
what does it mean?)
"Were you a singing star, Grandmama?" 0. J. asks.
"Among other things," says Grandmama.
"What other things?" is the next
question.
"Well," says Grandmama, "I was
often headlined as a leader of the
'four hundred.'"
"Four hundred whats?" 0. J. wants
to know.
This stumps Grandmama. So she
hurries on.
"Also," she continues, "I am a newspaper columnist."
All this is true. For Grandmama,
you see, is Cobina Wright, Sr.
I Never Grew Up is the vivid, in·
tensely personal, autobiography of a
woman whose activities were often
headline news all over the country.
Mrs. Wright is concerned first, last,
and always with-Mrs. Wright. Apparently Cobina, Sr., has always had a
large measure of courage, initiative,
and determination-qualities which
stood her in good stead when the disastrous crash of 1929 wiped out her

,
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multiJ;Ilillionaire husband's vast fortune.
Although I Never Grew Up lacks
depth, perception, wit, and noteworthy literary qualities, it does offer
us an illuminating glimpse into a way
of life which has gone forever. An
impressive array of world-renowned
personalities, good friends and ·gay
companions all, lends color and interest to the story. of Mrs. Wright's
many-sided career.

EliZABETH THE QUEEN
By Marion Crawford. New York.
Prentice-Hall. 1952. 236 pages.
$2.95·
ARION CRAWFORD, as she never
tires of telling all who will
listen, was governess to the daughters
of the late King George VI. Now
ret_ired, she is working a rich vein of
royal biography which, one would
imagine, must be quite embarrassing
to the British royal family. For Crawfie gushes like an adolescent describing Johnny Ray and frequently loses
track of the subject of her biography
in describing her own life and times.
Probably quite unintentionally,
Crawfie has, therefore, done a considerable disservice in this book to
the lovely and gracious lady who has
so suddenly been called to the throne.
The personalities of the young queen
and of her sister, the Princess Margaret Rose, are hardly discernible
under the froth of adulatory gushing
and anecdotal trivia. One gathers that
the queen and her sister were nice
girls who passed through adolescence
on their way to maturity. That, while
reassuring to know, is hardly worth
writing a book about.

M
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RETURN TO MORALITY
By Charles W. Tobey. Doubleday
and Company. Garden City, New
York. 1952. 123 pages. $2.00.
0ENATOR CHARLES W. ToBEY of New
C) Hampshire, "God's Angry Man"
of the Senate Crime Investigating
Committee, presents a frightening
picture of the present moral condition of America's public officials as
discovered by this committee.
City by city, Senator Tobey indicts
and admonishes the people of America for permitting such shameful conditions to exist. Page by page, for the
first two thirds of the book, he exposes the infamous names and appalling incidents-names such as O'Dwyer,
Costello, Samish, "King" Clancy,
Adonis-incidents of racketeering,
gambling, dope pushing, bookmaking,
politico-gambler-police tie-ups, missing or stolen police files, murders,
briberies, "favors," organized crime.
In an interesting, readable style the
Senator then proceeds to analyze the
problem in the final third of the
book. He believes that a spiritual
complacency has permeated the American public so that the "whole moral
fabric of the nation is in peril." He
quotes from the Kefauver Crime
Committee report to Congress that
"ultimately success in the war against
crime depends on the uplifting of
standards of public and private morality, a rededica·t ion to basic spiritual
values, which will entail righteous
indignation over crime and corruption. To this end, the committee
looks with confidence to the great
force of religion and morality as
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applied in all phases of life and to
sound education of the generations
which follow."
Although we disagree with Tobey's
analysis of "the possibility that there
is something good in every man,"
and that "there is a spark of the
divine in everyone that can be
touched and appealed to," we agree
with him that "America has a great
lack today-a lack of Christian stamina
and a sense of individual responsibility to our fellow men."
However Tobey is hopeful. He says,
"There is evidence that the whole
nation is becoming aroused in righteous indignation, and that we may
be on the threshold of a rising tide
of moral and spiritual regeneration
throughout the country that could
wash out these blots upon the name
of America." We hope that Mr.
Tobey is right in believing this.
RoBERT E. HoRN

HISTORY
DOCTORS IN BLUE
By George Worthington Adams.
New York. Henry Schuman. 1952.
253 pages. $4.00.
T THE outbreak of the Civil War
America was just emerging
from a period called the "Dark Ages"
in public health in America. Civilian
doctors were in many cases poorly
trained. The infectious nature of
disease was still denied in spite of
John Snow's work in London on
cholera or the work of Semmelweiss
and Holmes on puerperal fevers.
When war broke out in 1861 the
medical services of the army were

A

grossly inadequate, sanitary and dietary precautions lacking, and cooperation between branches of the services
pitiful. The medical services in the
Union Army by the end of the war
became a model for European armies.
Adams' story of the importance of
civilian criticism and leadership and
the courageous work of a few outstanding military medical men of the
time makes good reading and gives an
accurate picture of medical practices
and concepts of the period.
WILLIAM BLOOM

FICTION
MY COUSIN RACHEL
By Daphne du Maurier. Doubleday
& Co. Garden City, N.Y. 1952. 348
pages . .$3-50.
THIS mystery novel a kind of la
belle dame sans merci will hold
the reader in thrall as easily as she
keeps her cousins Ambrose and Philip
Ashley fascinated. The Contessa Rachel Sangalleti, twice widowed, is
capable of producing dramatic tensions and suspense enough to entertain anyone. Coupled with such adventure is the quaint charm of the
windswept, two-storied Cornish manor
house that furnishes the principal atmosphere (what a contrast to the
other setting-romantic, sun-bathed
Florence).
This combination of malignant
character and beautiful scene is what
earlier made the author famous.
Daphne du Maurier is the daughter
of actor and director Gerald du Maurier and, more important for literature, the granddaughter of George du
N

][
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Maurier who wrote the once popular
Trilby and Peter Ibbetson mysteries.
Married to Sir Frederick Browning,
who is Chancellor of the Exchequer
in the household of Queen Elizabeth,
most of the time our writer and her
several children reside in Cornwall
~ in a brooding house named Menabilly.
This is the residence so familiar to
her readers: "My Cousin Rachel is
the third novel I have written which
has been directly inspired, I might
even say dictated, by a nameless
Something-atmosphere, spirit, call it
~ what you will-that lurks within this
house." Rebecca was the first such,
and Manderley was the name tl1ere.
The King's General was the second.
(Her plays and other novels use different backgrounds.)
Not plot, but situation as created
by a femme fatale governs the threads
in My Cousin Rachel. Associated in.. evitably with moody weather, the incidents are constantly reminiscent of
Rebecca's artifices, such as unexplained riddles and heavy forebodings.
I wonder why the press generally has
exclaimed in uncritical terms that this
is a new novel! The similarities are
., more than coincidences: a dead spouse
whose spirit lingers on, a dominating
but deadly creature, and a narrator
who is victim to the hypnotic personality of the main character in a deceptively simple sequence of events.
After all, why would anyone abandon
~ a workable formula that has Hollywood possibilities?
Haunting My Cousin Rachel is,
unquestionably. Thereby the mystery
overcomes the romance-two elements
abused by best-sellers! We encounter
hidden letters, family jewels, a cryptic

will, deadly laburnum seeds, herbal
lore, a seemingly villainous Italian
lawyer, a melodramatic birthday dinner, a boyhood remembrance of a
terrifying gibbet, and much more. But
over it all there hovers a significant
solitariness. Though Rainaldi offers
Philip a key when he says, "Your
cousin Rachel is a woman of impulse," corroborated by her own curt
remark near the end, "I act on impulse," it seems to me the epitome of
this story is the unpretentious observation gleaned in the second chapter,
from one of Ambrose's letters: "In
spite of her many interests, she seemed
strangely lonely."
HERBERT H. UMBACH

OF MEN AND ANGELS
By Lon Woodrum. Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House. 1952.
255 pages. 1) 2.50.
HE aim of many denominational
and non-denominational publishers to bring to market good, wholesome fiction with a background of
Christian faith and life, is a commendable one. Whether really great
stories have been produced in this
field may be open to question. It
goes without saying that reviewers
who belong to the same church body
as the publisher of a new book of
religious fiction will hesitate to point
out mediocrity in craftsmanship and
literary value. One will have to read
the reviews coming from a different
camp, if one would have real unbiassed appraisals.
This reviewer would belong to the
latter class as far as the book before
us is concerned. It's a first novel of
an evangelist who has also published

T
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other books, among them ten volumes
of verse. Of Men and Angels is
also one of the prize winners in Zondervan's Second International Christian Fiction Contest and a Christian
Herald Family Bookshelf Selection.
It is the story of a war veteran
returning to his small home town,
where he intended to tarry but a
short time. But the hearth of his
foster parents was very comfortable
and the natural friendliness of the
minister's daughter, grown into beautiful womanhood during his absen.ce,
was so appealing, that he never did
get away again from Gold Springs,
California. The triangle is completed
by the daughter of the lumberman,
the leading man in town and church.
Steve Glen, the hero, studies for the
ministry, escapes the wiles of the
rich girl, and becomes the successor
in the ministry of his father-in-law .
His young wife dies of cancer, and
he continues alone and successfully
his fight with the evil element in town
which is being abetted by the lumberman and a few other members of the
church council.
It's a nice story and good to read
for young and old. The interest of
the reader is kept to the end. There
is a certain amount of suspense. Characterization and description are good,
but the style betrays the amateur. At
a few places the story is repetitious.
So far we have not yet found The
Great American Christian Novel. But
more power to you, Zondervan and
other publishers, for encouraging the
writing of Christian fiction. Why
should not great writers emerge and
great books be written with the canvas of Christianity as the background?

One of these times you will stumble '
upon a twentieth century Quo Vadis
or Ben Hur.
CARL ALBERT GIESELER

FULL CARGO
More stories by Wilbur Daniel
Steele. Garden City, New York. ,
Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1951.
ERE is an excellent collection of
eighteen short stories, plus a
novelette, Man and Boy, by the author of the highly regarded Best
Stories. Some of the stories in this
collection have their locale in Steele's '"
favorite Cape Cod community, but
others are set in the Western plains,
in North Carolina, and in Manhattan.
The stories are readable, colloquial,
and yet not without significant themes.
The novelette Man and Boy is a
penetrating story of the influence of
one teacher in backwoods North Carolina who, though he is himself un- ..
successful and unworthy in the eyes
of his fellows, inspires and even goads
his most promising pupils to the personal intellectual development which
eventually reinvigorates the life of
the whole State. This novelette alone
is worth the price of the book.

H

THE TENTMAKER
By Julius Berstl. Translated from
the German by Clarissa Graves.
Rinehart and Company. Murray
Hill, New York. 1951. 31 2 pages.

JS3.5o.
HE

life of Shaul, the tentmaker

of Tarsus, who later became the
T
great apostle Paul, was packed with

adventure, intrigue, and spiritual
struggle. From the standpoint of the
novelist-historian his life is the Bib-
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lical land flowing with milk and
,.- honey; for he can use to the utmost
his abilities in research, imagination, and writing skill to tell Shaul's
story. With The Tentmaker Julius
Berst!, an Austrian-born novelist and
playwright, does exactly this, establishing for himself a position with
~ such modern religious historical fiction writers as Lloyd Douglas and
Fulton Oursler.
The present volume follows the
life of Young Shaul of Tarsus from
his early days in Tarsus, through his
school days and anti-Jesus period in
.. Jerusalem, to the turning point in his
life-an early morning on the road to
Damascus. According to the author's
Foreword, a second volume will follow which will be reserved for Shaul
the Man.
When we began this novel, we had
the same apprehension that we always feel toward a piece of fiction
• based in part on Holy Writ. We
were quick to lose this apprehensive
attitude on completing The Tentmaker. We realized that often we are
Loo ready to criticize Biblical fiction
without recognizing the historical and
exemplary value of such a work. We
• paused for a moment and understood
that we had been given a vital, lifelike glimpse of the streets of Jerusalem and Tarsus, and a picture of
Palestine in the time of the Carpenter
of Nazareth. We almost felt as if we
were there. This, we feel, is the true
~ test of a historical novel.
Moreover, we could not realize that
we had been reading a translation;
for not once did we find evidence of
awkward phrasing or a poor choice
of words. Berstl's narrative often

reached the heights of pure poetry,
and his dialogue added an effective
provincial flavor.
RoBERT E. HoRN

HUMOR
NUMBER NINE or
THE MIND SWEEPERS
By A. P. Herbert. New York.
Doubleday and Company. 1952.
286 pages. ~h5o.
HE setting for this rollicking bit

of nonsense is England in 1955.
T
The great war is over, Moscow is

occupied by the victorious Western
powers, and the British Civil Service
is running qualification examinations
at the ancestral seat of the seven·
teenth Earl of Caraway and Stoke.
Among the 21 candidates who are
being put through a series of mental
tests or mind sweepings is a personable
young man whose mission in taking
the test is to sabotage the whole test
program and drive the mind sweepers
out of their lodgings. The young
man is the Viscount Anchor, son and
heir of the seventeenth Earl, and the
lodgings are Hambone Hall, ances·
tral home of the earls of Caraway
and Stoke. The adventures and misadventures of the Viscount, which
include some brushes with a passionate Polish lady and the burgeon·
ing of a romance with Miss Peach
Meridew, make a frothy but delightful story.
The author, Sir Alan P. Herbert,
is one of England's premier humorists
and was, for fourteen years, a member
of Parliament representing Oxford
University.
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PIDLOSOPHY

THE TRAVAIL OF RELIGIOUS
LIBERTY
By Roland H. Bainton. Philadel·
phia. The Westminster Press. 1951.
270 pages.
HE author of The Martin Luther

Christmas Book, The Church of
T
Our Fathers, Here I Stand, a Life

of Martin Luther, etc., has rung the
bell again.
This time Bainton presents nine
biographical studies grouped in three
parts. First, under "Persecution: Catholic and Protestant" we have Thomas
of Torquemada, John Calvin, and
Michael Servetus. In Part Two, the
"Toleration Controversy of the Six·
teenth Century" is represented by the
Remonstrator: Sebastian Castello (see
my review of Zweig's The Right to
Heresy: Castello against Calvin, in
THE CRESSET, March, 1952); the Heretic as Hypocrite: David Joris; and
The Heretic as Exile: Bernardino
Ochino. Part Three, the "Freedom of
the Individual in the Seventeenth
Century" brings to us the Bard of
Speech Unbound: John Milton; the
Seeker: Roger Williams; and the
Apologist for the Act of Toleration:
John Locke.
The study is limited to Christian
lands of the West, chiefly to Protes·
tantism. The author mentions three
prerequisites for persecution: 1) The
persecutor must believe he is right;
2) the point in question must be
important; and 3) the coercion must
be effective, must be of some good
(from the persecutor's viewpoint).

The only ground for toleration
on the part of the Roman Church is
expediency: ecclesiastical, political, or
religious. Some types of Protestant
persecution are based on the slogan:
We are the choice elected few:
Let all the rest be damned:
There's room enough in hell for you.
We won't have heaven crammed.
\.
The nine essays are based on sound
scholarship and are written in Bainton's well-known lucid literary style.
CARL ALBERT GIESELER

THE INWARD CROSS
By Charles Duell Kean. Philadelphia. The Westminster Press. 1952.
61 pages. $1.25.
N THIS book Charles Duell Kean,
who is rector of Grace Church
(Episcopal) , Kirkwood, Missouri, presents meditations on the Cross and
the "seven last words from the Cross."
The author feels that "if the Cross is •
to redeem my life, it must become
the inward Cross." What he earnestly
contends for is a dynamic faith, which
best expresses itself in the plain statement of St. Paul: "I am crucified
with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet
not I, but Christ liveth in me: and ~
the life I now live by the faith of the
Son of God who loved me, and gave
himself for me."
But this challenging application of
the Cross of Calvary to all of life,
especially the inward life of the transformed believer in Christ is not 4
readily understood by the reader of
these Lenten meditations by Rector
Kean. Emphasis should be placed on
the classical idea of the Cross which
sees the atonement in direct relation
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to redemption. This is the view of
the New Testament, the early church
fathers and of Martin Luther. What
these meditations lack in continuity
of thought and clarity of expression,
they supply in abundance of usable
Lenten devotional and sermonic material, and fervency of appeal to accept the Inward Cross.
H. H . KUMNICK

TilE CROSS IS URGENT
By Gjermund S. Thompson. Minneapolis, Minnesota. Augsburg Publishing House. 1952. 117 pages.
$1.50.
HIS is a series of pre-Easter medi-

T tations preached to the author's

congregation of 2,500 sbuls in Thief
River Falls, Minnesota. Knowing his
people, their weaknesses and their
hopes, this pastor looks with them
in these sermons to see how all sides
of their lives can be touched and
influenced by all sides of the Cross.
The meditations are written in convincing easy-flowing style. They are
timely, evangelical in emphasis, and
conservative in theology.
The busy pastor will find much m aterial for Lenten sermons in these
meditations. The Cross Is Urgent also
makes an excellent gift for shut-ins
and lay readers of sermonic literature.
H . H. KUMN1CK

THE FLIGHT FROM GOD
By Max Picard. Henry Regnery,
Chicago. 1952. 185 pages. $2.50.
R. PICARD is not a philosopher
or theologian; he is a seer and
a poet. He states the same things
that philosophers and theologians

D
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have expressed in logical propositions, but his form is poetry-and one
should, therefore, be interested in
the vision of the prose poem. On
Biblical and Augustinian grounds Dr.
Picard believes that man is involved
in "an enormous machine of doubt
and apostasy." Modern man, in particular, is immersed in the process
of Becoming and seeks by every means
to escape the Pursuer, the ocean of
Being and Personality. The forcefulness of the visionary prose might
have been enhanced in a more condensed statement, and one which
employed simple imagery and illustrations. One must be far advanced
in his appreciation of poetry as well
as theology to appreciate The Flight
Fwm God.

MEN, WOMEN AND MORALS
By Sylvanus M. Duvall. New York.
Association Press. 1952. 336 pages.
$3.75·
R. DuvALL is professor of social
science and religion at George
Williams College and, together with
his wife, has done pioneering work
for many years in the field of sexual
morality. He sees himself still as a
pioneer, working in an area highlycharged with emotion and prejudice
and lacking the kind of objective information which would enable him
or any one else to write a definitive
study of sexual morality or to suggest
a code which might be universally
accepted.
He has, nevertheless, made a good
try in the present book. Starting with
the observation that the code of
sexual morality has been changing

D
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so rapidly that some have actually
suggested the desirability of no code
at all, Dr. Duvall goes on to point
out that some sort of code is necessary for physical, psychological, and
social reasons (each of which he elaborates upon in considerable detail) .
But Dr. Duvall does not leave religion out of the picture. Himself a
former Congregationalist clergyman,
Dr. Duvall insists that religion must
supply the dimension of depth to
any really satisfactory sex code.
In an appendix, Dr. Duvall sets
forth "A Manifesto on Sex Standards." Some will undoubtedly be disappointed to find that in its essence
this manifesto demands exactly what
Christian teaching has historically demanded: faithfulness in marriage, abstention from sexual relations outside
marriage. But the argument upon
which these conclusions are based is
not primarily theological but psychological and sociological. To this reviewer at least, the arguments are
compelling.

SCIENCE
SCIENTISM, MAN, AND

RELIGION
By D. R. G. Owen. Philadelphia.
The Westminster Press. 1952.
CIENCE,

aware of its limitations

S and true to its principles, has
remarkable accomplishments to its
credit. There has developed, however,
an undue exaltation of science which
author Owen calls "scientism." "This
peculiarly modern form of idolatry
refuses to recognize the limitations
of science and claims that its working

principles can be used as universal ..
principles, in terms of which the
whole of reality can be explained and
controlled."
The most disastrous consequence
"is the failure of modern thought to
understand man and the human situation in all the fullness of their being.
. . . Modern thought has developed
along three main lines, each of which
when put into practice has fatal results for the human being and his
society."
"First of all, there is materialistic
scientism, which places its main hopes
on the social sciences. Interpreting
the human situation in terms of the
axioms of the 'scientific' intellectual
atmosphere, it inevitably arrives at
materialistic, deterministic, and utopian dogmas. The result, in practice,
is not a genuine society but an economic collective, and not real people
but economic units.
"The second version of scientism
is naturalistic in character. It puts
its central faith in the science of
psychology. Analyzing man on the
basis of the same presuppositions, it
explains his essence and behavior
entirely in terms of natural instincts.
The result on the social level is Nazi
barbarism, and on the human level,
the 'faceless' men who are mere pulses
in the racial blood stream.
"Finally, there is empirical scientism which thinks that science in general is the all-sufficient key of knowledge. Under the influence of the same
set of axioms, it produces a secularized culture which is agnostic, relativistic, commercial, standardized, and,
in the end, thoroughly skeptical. Its
society is individualistic, bourgeois
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,.., capitalism, and its inhabitants are
'hollow' men whose lives are without
meaning or hope. Since this condition
is intolerable, what may easily happen
is that the tendencies that Western
secularism shares with other forms of
scientism may be taken farther for~ ward to produce a 'scientific' mass
society, which will differ only in name
from Communist collectivism."
Our hope for a full understanding
of man lies in a return to our rich
tradition-the humanities and religion. These are not antagonistic, but
,. complementary to true science. And
it is our Christian religion which
offers real hope for a significant
synthesis.
Author Owen's analysis is keen and
provocative. We hope that this book
will be widely read.

OTHER BOOKS

•

UNDER THE SEA WIND
By Rachel L. Carson. New York.
Oxford University Press. 1952.

THE STORY OF THE OCEANS
By John Scott Douglas. New York.
Dodd, Mead and Co. 1952.
book written by Rachel Carson

will receive wide attention this
A
year after the success of "The Sea
NY

Around Us." It seems to this reviewer
that this book, now being republished,
is worthy of such attention. For my
money, it is more fascinating and
beautifully written than her best seller. It is the story of life-and deathagainst the background of the sea. In
each of its three Books is vividly
described a portion of the " web of

life," along the sea shore, in the open
sea, and on the sea bottom. The main
character or characters for each of
these zones is shown feeding or being
fed upon, chasing or being chased,
and seeing about him on every hand
the same struggle for existence against
the elements of nature and with other
organisms-each character in the plot
meticulously adapted to his little
niche, responding without reason to
his instinctive drives, playing his part
in the economy of nature. Such is
life.
Author Douglas' story is only somewhat less commendable. His book
combines the content of both Miss
Carson's books. Though this is done
more thoroughly in certain respects,
It is done more prosaically and with
less attention to the complex "web
of life." Still this is a good story of
the mysterious sea and a stimulating
introduction to its more important
inhabitants. This with some exdting
personal experiences and stories
woven into the text make for some
enjoyable reading.

WESTMINSTER IDSTORICAL
MAPS OF BffiLE LANDS
Edited by G. Ernest Wright and
Floyd V. Filson. The Westminster
Press. Philadelphia. 1952. $1.00.
Sixteen Plates.
HE

Westminster series of aids to

T the Bible now includes this little
booklet of maps from the Historical

Atlas. The quality of the cartography
is ·excellent: the reader may be surprised at the manner in which such
vivid material throws light on Biblical
places and events.
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SOME OTIIERS AND MYSELF:
Seven Stories and a Memoir
By Ruth Suckow. Rinehart & Co.
New York. 1952. 281 pages. $3.00.
daughter of a Congregational(pronounced Soo-ko) as a girl moved
about from parish to parish with her
family and thus became acquainted
with the lives of many people at the
time when she was beginning to
write. Such interest in persons and
places extended beyond her student
days at Grinnell College and the
University of Denver (where she also
taught for a time). Magazine writing
in quantity enabled her to support
herself by her frequent novels and
stories such as Iowa Interiors and
The Folks, even after she married
a fellow Iowan named Ferner Nuhn
in 1929 and moved to Manhattan.
Some Others and Myself, her first
book in ten years, is overrated! Her
previous achievements led me to expect better results. The seven intimate sketches-to label them stories
is stretching the point-show unmistakable nostalgia. The patience with
which she has accumulated her details is commendable; yet, on the
whole, her people and places turn
out to be merely a decent, uninspiring lot. I found difficulty in maintaining interest in Miss Suckow's acquaintances. Also the string of incidents was more confusing than informative.
In the autobiographic memoir of
her own youth the matter of religion
is emphasized. Apparently this author
has not reached a convincing stand
even now, despite the affectionate
HE

T ist minister, Ruth Suckow

tribute she pays her minister father.
What she tries to show is, namely,
how the liberal interpretation of religious truth has conditioned her
writing.
Ministers' children are s.o frequently presumed, all of them, to have
grown up in the samenarsh religious
climate, as if there were no other
climates. I grew up, religiously speaking, in the temperate zone.
Something of the spirit of the early
Hamlin Garland persists in Miss
Suckow, for like him she sees ·contemporary middlewestern domestic
life not necessarily as primitive and
brutalizing but as aesthetically harsh
and spiritually mean. Never an inspired writer but a tenacious one,
her forte is the fluent handling of
significant particulars and details
which, taken together, would indicate
the Midwest to be the U . S. backbone
though not its brain. It is not that
this once prominent author prettifies
her material or dilutes it with sentimentality: her Middle West is ever
drab, but she loves rather than regrets the monotonousness. Thus she
keeps safely in the middle road of
realism, leaving criticism of her native field to the satirist.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

A WAKENING: The World
at Mid-Century
By Erwin D. Canham, editor, and
staff members of the Christian Science Monitor. New York. Longman,
Green & Co., Inc. 1951.
HIS

work, part of which has been

T published previously as a group
of articles in the Christian Science
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..- Monitor, is primarily a quick survey
of the political, economical, social,
scientific, educational, and artistic
forces at work in the world during
the first half of the twentieth century.
Editor Canham sees in the struggle
of the forces of our time a new en~ lightenment and a reassertion in almost all fields of thought of the validity of spiritual reality as opposed to
materialism. The book possesses the
faults which might be expected of a
work attempting so vast a coverage
within some 200 pages. lt is often
~ superficial and frequently undiscrim-

inating, for example in its blanket
approval of internationalism and all
aspects of the UN. Too often the
Christian Science bias of the authors
breaks through the surface of the
survey and replaces objective analysis,
particularly in the chapter "The
Leaven in Medicine."
The best written and most illuminating chapters are those dealing with
music, drama, and fiction at midcentury. But as a whole the book does
not measure up to what the reader
might justifiably expect from the
staff of the Christian Science Monitor.

When Marx comes at last to the end of his toilsome
road, his early formula has been expanded into the proposition that an undifferentiated jelly of socially necessary labour units, in which degrees of skill are mysteriously adjusted by a process which goes on behind the backs
of the creators of surplus value, produces an equivalent
mass of "value" which is broken down into wages, profits, interest, and rent by an esoteric process of differentiation caused by disequilibrium between price and value.
This is a curious rallying cry for a revolution!

E.

RoGERS,
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A Commentary on Communism

(The Epworth Press. 195 1)
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READING ROOM
Democracy and Politicians
the opening blasts of the
present presidential campaign,
you and I who make up "We the
people," John Q. Public, and the
Common Man have been getting
a concentrated dose of "What the
people want." Politicians by the
dozens-and I mean that literallyhave been saying "The people
want this" and "They want that."
These seekers of offices are making
us think that they are the lengthened shadows or profiles of the
average man, the common man.
All the fortunes of humanity are
gathered up in what they are about
to do. After the Truman victory
of 1948, my friends and I talked
about the great victory for the
people. After Truman had announced his declaration not to
run in 1952, a notorious midwestern daily which has a good
sports section hailed the announcement as a victory for the people.
The common man apparently is
omnipresent-he is on all sides.
Because of these confusing appeals
to the totem pole of the common
man, there have been times, I am
INCE

S

VICTOR

F.

HOFFMANN, JR.

sure, when some of us have wanted
to secede from humanity. But few
of us can express bewilderment
with the situation as well as Albert
Jay Nock did in "What Is Democracy?" in the American Mercu1·y
(January, 1939): "There must be
as many different kinds of democracy in this country as there are
Baptists, or even more .... Pressagencies must keep half a hundred assorted encomiums on democracy in standing type, like
Western Union's canned messages
for Mother's Day . . .. Every time
o.ne of our first string publicists
opens his mouth, a 'democracy'
falls out; and every time he shuts
it, he bites one in two that was
trying to get out." With a bit more
scholarly decorum, historian Carl
Becker also poked fun by saying
that democracy had become "a
kind of conceptual Gladstone bag
which, with a little manipulation,
can be made to accommodate almost any collection of social facts
we rna y wish to carry around in
it" (Modern Democracy). Ultimately, a lot of people in their
confusion must feel that democ-
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I"' racy is a little like love. You can't

define it; you barely know when
you've got it. The authorities
don't even quarantine one as a
faint indication.
')i

~

An Honorific Word
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car or a mousetrap that brings
people flocking to my door, then
I have made a contribution to
democracy. If I am a free enterpriser and a rugged individualist,
then I am truly a super-democrat.
If Al Capp draws pictures of cute
little animals, he becomes antidemocratic. One who has accepted
the modern idea of the welfare
state goes wherever all anti-democrats go and the place doesn't remind one of Northern Indiana in
January. Others of us seem to be
quite certain that the God in
Heaven is a democratic God who
permits the Angels and Saints in
Heaven to make their own decisions by casting democratic ballots
in a sort of townhall meeting. But
one can't poke fun forever! This
is serious business! So what am I
and what is a democrat?

citing these excellent quotations from Nock and Becker, Austin Ranney of the University of Illinois and Willmoore Kendall of Yale University launched
~ into a fine discussion of "Democracy: Confusion and Agreement"
in the September (1951) issue of
The Western Political Quarterly.
These two authors after the fashion of the remarks above feel that
democracy-like truth, honor, justice, dignity, culture, love, peace,
.>. and decency- has become "an honorific word." The word "evokes
such pleasant associations in most
of us that we wish to identify ourselves and our ideas with it. Only The Pessimist
the extreme eccentric has the
ANY people will have nothing
temerity to declare himself 'against'
to do with a theory that
1
democracy." In such circumstances, implies that man is a competent
I am able to pour anything into and dignified personality. To these
the cup which I have created pessimists, man is not a democrat
and molded-all the cadaverous but a mobocrat. In the early days
and sonorous phrases of politicians, of the United States of America,
statesmen, and scholars to the Chancellor Kent of New York, as
t contrary. Anything we favor tends distrustful of democracy as any
to become democratic. If I who man could have been, maintained
feel good believe in a certain in- that those governments "that supstitution, then that institution pose the mass of the people virmust be democratic. Or if I who tuous, and able and willing to act
feel good make a fine streamlined virtuously, are plainly utopian."
AFTER
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Opposed to any extension of the
franchise or the suffrage, he was
dogmatically certain that the many
should be ruled by the few.
Though as old as Plato, the doctrine of rulership by the elite and
the cult of the elite is as new as
today. In Man and Society in an
Age of Reconstruction, Karl Mannheim de-emphasized the role and
ability of the common man while
emphasizing the part an eliteminority could play in creating a
culture. In Notes Toward a Definition of Culture, T. S. Eliot goes
as far as to say that there is little
hope for man and society without
this minority. He says: "The governing elite, of the nation as a
whole, would consist of those
whose responsibility was inherited
with their affluence and position,
and whose forces were constantly
increased, and often led, by rising
individuals of exceptional talents."

The Optimist
the common
T oman is optimists,
the symbol of all that
THE

is good in life. Like Tom Paine,
these optimists believe that in
every man there is the spontaneous
capacity for social life and the almost complete capacity "for reciprocally accommodating the wants
of each other" (Carl J. Friedrich,
The New Image of the Common
Man). The majority of men, then,
acting together, will naturally

know what is good for the community and will act in the interests of the general public. John
Dewey rested his case for the rebirth of democracy in the local
community "upon an unqualified
belief in the rational common
man." Like Walt Whitman, these
optimists are "literally drunk with
enthusiasm for the common man":
"You workwomen and workmen of
these States having your own
DIVINE and strong life."

~

l(

A Ternpered Belief
The New Image of the Common Man, Carl J. Friedrich
seems to resent making the common man either a beast or an
angel but rather makes him a
little above the beast and a little r<lower than the angels-neither
devil nor saint, neither completely
competent nor completely incompetent. According to Friedrich,
history has forced upon the modern man a re-statement of the belief in the common man. In the
first place, he begins with the assumption that "The belief in the
common man is the core of the
democratic creed. The idea of a
free people is inconceivable without it" but he demands that "the "
old belief in the common man can
no longer be held securely and
confidently." In the second place,
then, we will have to give up "the
thoughtless repetition of outworn

I
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,.. formulas." Rugged individualism,
free enterprise, and chauvinistic
nationalism, I take it, are to be
wrapped up and put away into the
closet for such things together
with dinosaurs, family skeletons,
., and granddad's mustache cups. In
the third place, it is wrong to continue speaking as if the common
man (whoever or whatever that
is) were omnicompetent and ultrarationalist. "We need to insist ...
upon this limited competence, in~ deed upon the fallibility of every
man, be he ever so uncommon"or common. In the fourth place,
the common man acting collectively "perceives more readily than
the expert the general impact of
proposed policies." The uncommon man, though an expert, might
~ be dangerous when acting alone
even as the common man acting
alone is dangerous without the
limitations of other men however
common or uncommon. "On any
matter involving common values,
"' it stands to reason that three
people consulting with one another are less likely to make an
error in judgment than one, no
matter who they are." The common man can at least make common judgments about common
• needs, whereas the details and
technicalities of carrying out public policies ought to be managed
by the experts. The common man
will have some ability, it seems,
to decide whether the nation

should go isolationist or internationalist but he should not demand to be secretary of state or
ambassador to Russia. The question of the hour with regard to
a re-statement of the doctrine of
the common man is: What can the
common man do and what must
be left to the expert. In the fifth
place, character more than brains
is what is required of the average
citizen: "In the forming of political judgments, character is more
important than intellect." It appears therefore that we are about
due to change our views about
education for universal democracy.
With patience, we'll have to explore the ground between fanatical
enthusiasm for the common man
and an extreme pessimism.

Education for Character
at the very outset,"
said Professor Friedrich, "insisted upon the importance of
character in the common man,
the moral vigor or firmness acquired through self-discipline."
This man of character will know
the values required for the good
life of his society. But the very
institutions which ought to do
something about this problemthe home, the church, and the
school-have declined in influence.
The Church, the citadel of Christianity, "seems bogged down . . .
has apparently lost its effective
leavening power, so that it has

W
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virtually ceased to function as a
significant influence upon the
course of human affairs." The
modern church-related college has
turned apostate-has "become so
thoroughly secularized that today
[it is] not much more than" an
apologetic replica of the state university. (The Calvin Forum, August-September, 1951.) Nevertheless, much activity takes place within both institutions. Both institutions are waiting tables, going to
committee meetings, conducting
campaigns, are slapping backs, are

active in radio and television, and ~
are becoming public relations experts. With all this activity, they
might be close to spiritual and
intellectual sterility. Though all
the embalming fluid in the world
might preserve the body in beau- ,.
tiful fashion, no embalming fluid
in the big wide universe will cause
the body to take up its bed and
walk. All this activism is but "the
corporate sinning unto death." It
might all look like success but remember that "the price of good- •
ness is failure."

Yet as an Eagle, though she enjoy h er wing and beak,
is wholly prison er, if she be held but by one talon ; so
are we, though we could be d elivered of all habit of sin,
in bondage still, if vani ty hold us but by a silken thread.
Oh, God, as mine inward corruptions h ii.Ve made me my
own Pharaoh, and mine own Egypt; so thou, by the inhabitation of thy Spirit, and application of thy merit,
hast made me my own Christ; and contenting thyself
with being my Medicine, allowest me to be my physician.
JOHN DoN N E, Essays in Divinity
(Edited by Evelyn M. Simpson.
Ox ford: The Clarendon Press. 1952)
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evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

The

Motion Picture
By ANNE HANSEN

everyone, I suppose, has
heard of Hollywood's famous
"Oscar," and I am sure that many
theater-goers know all about "Toni," the award presented annually
to players from the legitimate
stage. But how many of you can
tell me about "Patsy"? No one?
Very well then. I shall tell you.
_., At the very outset I hasten to state
that. this is probably as useless a
bit of information as will come
your way in 1952-even though
this is an election year, when the
air and the press will be cluttered
with useless information.
The "Patsy" is the prize awarded
annually to the outstanding animal
player of the year. Along about
the end of March, soon after the
two-legged Thespians have received their "Oscars," Hollywood
4 celebrities gather again-this time
to honor and applaud the stars
from Filmland's animal aristocracy.
This year the first prize went
to Rhubarb, the orange-colored
•

A

LMOST

cat that was starred in the film
titled Rhubarb. Other winners
were: two horses-Smoky and Diamond; Tarzan's playmate-the
chimpanzee named Cheta; two
talented canines-Chinook and
Smoky; and the famous talking
mule Francis. Incidentally, Francis won the first prize last year.
To all those who understand his
talk he confided his deep disappointment over this year's award.
It seems that Francis had set his
heart on winning the "Patsy" two
years hand-running. Nothing, he
says, bolsters an actor's ego and
prestige more than two "Patsys"
over the stable door. Of course,
Francis ruefully reflects, he was
a year younger in 195 1. Then, too,
Rhubarb is a cat, and cats are
notoriously sneaky.
Now that you know about "Patsy," I am sure that you will follow
the careers of this year's winners
with breathless interest. Can Rhubarb win again? Can Francis stage
a comeback? Can they successfully
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battle Against the Storm? €an they
Strike It Rich in 1952? Will just
Plain Bill continue to be their
friend? What about Ma Perkins?
Will there be new contenders for
fame and fortune? Can life really
be beautiful?
For t:he answers to these and
other questions of earth-shaking
importance tune in-oops! This is
supposed to be a movie column,
isn't it? For a moment I was carried away by the poignancy of
the situation.
And now to work.
Have you seen Walt Disney's
Snow White? This thirteen-yearold film has just been re-released
for the third time, and once again
it is playing to packed houses
everywhere. Everyone should see
Snow White (RKO-Radio).
Last November Gene Kelly
gloomily predicted that because of
inherent Hollywood snobbishness
no musical film would ever receive
serious consideration by those who
cast their ballots for the annual
Academy Award winners. Actordancer Kelly was mistaken. His
1951 starring vehicle-An American in Paris (M-G-M)-not only
won the "best picture of the year"
award but eight other coveted
laurels as well. It is true that the
decision came as a surprise-even
to those who consider themselves
"insiders" ip. the industry. Some
critics and exhibitors profess to
see in this year's award a trend

away from "downbeat" or serious ~
pictures. The public, they say,
wants color, action, gayety, and 1
effortless entertainment.
If this is true, Mr. Kelly's most
recent musical film-Singing in
the Rain (M-G-M)-will be a sure- >t
fire box-office hit. This bright technicolor flashback to the fabulous
1920s brims over with gayety, color,
and action. Donald O'Connor and
Debbie Reynolds share the limelight with nimble-footed Gene.
Another delightful musical film 4
is warmly recommended to Fred
Astaire fans. The B elle of New
York (M-G-M) offers completely
captivating entertainment.
It is true that many serious films
have been what the trade calls
"poor box office." The theater was
less than half-filled when I went "to see Death of a Salesman (Stanley
Kramer; Columbia, Laslo Benedek) .
Two years ago the Broadway
presentation of Arthur Miller's
tragic tale of the life and death t
of Willy Loman played to capacity houses for an extended run
and won both the Pulitzer Prize
and the Drama Critics Circle
Award. Although the screen version faithfully follows the original
text of the play, it has had a ~
lukewarm reception from critics
as well as from the public.
Death of a Salesman is a tragedy.
The theme is somber, dark, and
depressing. This is the tragedy of
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.,. a little man-a little man whom
Miller calls "the average man."
The playwright concludes the preface to the published edition of
Death of a Salesman with these
words:
"

It is time, I think, that we who
are without kings took up this bright
thread of our history, and followed
it to the only place it can possibly
lead in our time-the heart and spirit
of the average man.

Is Mr. Miller right in his as_. sumption that salesman Willy Loman is truly an authentic prototype of the average man? I hope
not. For the tragedy of Willy Loman does not lie in his failure
to achieve transient material success. The tragedy of Willy Loman
stems from the fact that he lived
• · his life without God. His love for
his sons was the driving force in
his life. But nowhere in their early
training is there even a hint of a
consciousness or an understanding
of basic moral precepts or funda• mental Christian ethics. The boys
were not only permitted to lie, to
cheat, and to steal; they were actually encouraged to get what they
wanted without regard for the
means employed. They were to be
"popular" -not only "liked" but
l "well liked," "successful," "big
men." Father and sons indulged
in rosy dreams of a bright future
until the discovery of Willy's marital infidelity shattered the younger son's trust and illusions. Then,
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bit by bit, life began to fall apart
for Willy and for his family. They
knew the bitterness and the pain
of despair, humiliation, and frustration. Apparently they knew
nothing of the solace, the courage,
or the exaltation which come from
a deep ' awareness of the power,
the glory, and the mercy of God.
The play ends on a note of unrelieved tragedy. Willy. is dead by
his own hand. His widow and his
sons are lost in bitter, futile reflection.
Fredric March is disappointing
in the role of the salesman. He
portrays the deranged Willy with
moderate success, but his acting
m the flashbacks to a younger
Willy is maudlin and unconvincing. Mildred Dunnock, the fine
actress who created the role on
Broadway, is excellent as the wife.
The best performance is that of
Kevin McCarthy as the bewildered,
unhappy Biff. Cameron Mitchell
and Howard Smith are good m
supporting roles.
Mexico has a long history of
intrigue and revolution. We know
from authentic historical records
that Emiliano Zapata-nicknamed
The Tiger because of his cruelty
and cunning-was one of the
powerful leaders in the widespread
uprisings from 1911 to 1919. Viva
Zapata! (2oth Century-Fox, Elia
Kazan) plays down the unbelievable savagery of The Tiger's infamous Death Legion. Instead,
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Pancho Villa's friend and ally is
sympathetically portrayed as the
dauntless champion of his oppressed compatriots. Even though
John Steinbeck's screen play is
largely fictional, Viva Zapata! is an
exciting, well-made film. The
photographic effects are outstanding, and there are many arresting,
suspense-filled sequences. The acting is good, but once again Marlin
Brando's playing is marred by
sloppy diction.
Talk of an armistice in Korea
goes on and on. Meanwhile, the
fighting in Korea goes on and on,
too. Retreat, Hell! (U. S. Pictures;
Warners) is based on the experiences of one Marine divisionfrom the tough training period at
Camp Pendleton, California, to
the landing at Inchon, the recapture of Seoul, the advance into
North Korea, and the terrible retreat to Hunguam Harbor. The
film takes its title from Major
General Oliver P. Smith's defiant
retort, "Retreat, hell! We're not
retreating; we're just advancing
in another direction." A special
ruling by the censorship board
permitted the use of the word
"hell" in the title. Retreat, Hell!
was made in California. The plot
is an old one-one used over and
over again in recent years. Professional actors appear in leading
roles. Nevertheless, the picture
does bring home to us something

of the desperate, indecisive strug- ~
gle which is being waged in Korea.
What would producers do without the American Indians? Bugles
in the Afternoon (Warners), based
on Ernest Haycox's novel, takes us
on a wild chase across Indianinfested western prairies in the
company of indomitable, misunderstood Ray Milland. In Bend
of the River (Universal-International) James Stewart leads the
fight against the Shoshones, and
in The Battle at Apache Pass (N-I) 4
Jeff Chandler makes his second
appearance as Cochise, the wise
and wily leader of the Apaches.
Each of these films boasts that it
is based on "historical incidents."
The relationship to history seems
distressingly vague.
On the other hand, Navajo ~
(Hall Bartlett; Lippert) actually
gives us an insight into the problems and hardships of the impoverished Navajo Indians of today. This short film, made against
a magnificent Arizona background, •
tells an interesting story and carries
a heart-warming appeal.
-1
Japanese War Bride (2oth Century-Fox) applies a slick Hollywood formula to a widely discussed
problem-a problem, incidentally,
which should not be a problem at •
all. This stylized, lightweight film
introduces charming Shirley Yamaguchi, the popular Japanese
star, to American audiences.

,.

Verse
Sin
6,ooo,ooo Jews-died, killed ,
Slaughtered . tortured , destroyed ,
The children , the lovers , the families, the old ,
Collected, sorted , stripped, and butchered.

•
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the distinguished looking gentleman lowering
his glass looked with happy astonishment at the
gentleman opposite him ... now really old fellow
you don't really take this matter of hell
seriously now do you . . . my dear fellow hell is
hardly a fashionable notion these days . . . and
I ike everything else ideas are in and out of
Cashion .. . it's only sensible to stay with the
times . .. contemporary you know
30,ooo,ooo human beingsBombed out dismembered , tortured,
Incinerated , bayoneted,
Machine-gunned, disemboweled,
Germans, Russians , Czechs, French, Norwegians,
Italians, English , Danish, Americans,
Huddled in herds, singly, alone, everywhere
Wiped out.
really old fellow why should God care if we insist
on making fools of ourselves ... if we prefer
running up and down this solitary planet grabbing
each other by the hair and chinning ourselves ..
now be sensible old chap . . . and I for one
tend to think th a t God might find us a trifle
amusing . . . the poor fellow does have an awful
amount of time to kill you know
Earthquakes, wars, pestilences, famines,
Violence unceasing, pain immeasurable,
Fury ascending, anger unappeasable:
Thus saith the Lord,
Tell my people, I Am What I Am,
Holiness and Righteousness Abolute,
Tell my people they a re abomination,
Tell my people that they repent,
Tell my people, the holy God comes in Anger.
I will consume them utterly,
I will hurl them howling into hell.
the two men shouldered their golf-bags and
walked through the door
FREDERICK KURTH

ITH the political pot fast coming
Pastor Bruss' article ("Obscenity in
to a brisk boil, we feel obliged w
Popular Fiction") deals, we believe very
give more than our usual attention to
capably, with a hard subject. The whole
politics. Three of our feature articles, writing fraternity has an interest in
therefore, are concerned with political
maintaining the greatest possible freedom of expression. But somewhere there
procedures and issues.
Dr. Wehling's discussion of the proceis a line between the right of a Hemingdure by which presidents are elected
way to write his sort of thing and the
"right" of a pervert
calls attention to the
to distribute salacious
involved process
literature. Our prowhich has grown up
around the Constitublem is to find the
place at which that
tional procedure for
line should be drawn .•
election. Senator Van
Ness and Mr. BloomWe are especially
happy that Pastor
berg write, from
Bruss has gone befrank! y partisan
yond the mere job of
points of view, their
cnticizmg to offer
appraisals of what is
suggestions of a posiat stake in the coming
tive nature for raising
election.
the level of our literBoth Senator Van
ature. He apparentNess and Mr. Bloomly believes, and we
berg have been active
agree, that there is no
participants in poliinnate preference in
tics. The senator, a
PROBLEMS
most people for junk +
veteran member of
rather than quality
CONTRIBUTORS
the Indiana State
writing. Our duty is
Senate and at present
FINAL NOTES
to provide the qualiits president pro temty writing.
pore, is a candidate
for the Republican
~
nomination for governor of Indiana this
We are happy to
year. Mr. Bloomberg,
announce also that
for several years active in the labor our music cnt1c, Professor Hansen, has
movement, has been a strong advocate completed arrangements which will permit him to review a greater variety of
of welfare legislation. Both men were
asked to write as partisans. The CRESSET, recordings hereafter. The evidence of a
in providing a forum for their conconstantly growing interest in recordings
among our readers makes us feel that an
trasting points of view, does not undertake to sponsor either of these viewexpansion of the record-reviews will be a
•
welcome improvement in the CRESSET.
points.
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